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What is the purpose of the universe? 
 

Brent asks a fundamental question which cannot be answered in one go, but Salumet sets 

the stage for further teaching. (18/7/94) 
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Brent: Can I ask whether you can tell us, or in some way explain, the purpose of the 
universe? Because many of us wonder why these incarnations are necessary and what we 
see as 'turmoil,' necessary for the progression of the soul. We can't understand it. 
No, and neither will you, while you are in your physical body. 

First, let me say your Earth, is a very small particle, in a Universal 
Consciousness. 
I don't think if I tried, you would understand what I would be trying to say. The Earth, as 
far I can explain to you, is a small area, where teaching takes place. (Pause)  

The Earth is one small part of one small galaxy. We have many 'earths' in 
many galaxies, all doing and teaching differing things. 
I don't think I can go into these things now. We need to go a little more slowly, at this 
particular time. I say only to you, accept that you do not understand—One day the 
knowledge will grow and expand, and so too, will the knowledge of your Earth—It also is 
in a learning phase, as far as the universe goes. Can you begin to see that just a little? 
Brent: Yes, I understand that and find it easy to visualise. I don't expect an answer much 
further than that. I appreciate it. 
Good. We are going into very big subjects, but we will come to them in more detail, I'm 
sure. 
 

What is the purpose of natural disasters? 
 

Why does God allow these disasters to happen? Do the guardians of the planet sometimes 

make mistakes? This cannot happen.  There are no mistakes. Natural disasters are just part 

of the evolution of the planet and no more.  There can be no apportionment of blame 

towards God.  ‘The imperfections of humanity and the Earth as a whole, is the scheme.’   

Salumet explains these deep teachings.  (1/8/94) 

 

Les: Another question which is often mooted here—and it's usually followed by the 
statement 'there cannot be a God, otherwise he wouldn't allow these things to happen.' 
And I refer to natural calamities, such as earthquakes, disastrous floods, tornadoes and 
other violent aspects of nature. You did say at our last meeting, that there are 'guardians' 
for all-natural things on this Earth. 
Yes, I did. 
Les: And thinking over your answers, this is what prompts my question tonight. Is it possible 
for the 'guardians' to make mistakes, which creates these havocs, or is it a method of 
reducing the population, for various reasons? 
Firstly, let me say, why does 'God' and I use the term loosely—why does God take the 
blame for all these natural disasters? 
Les: I can't understand that, so I'm hoping to get some clarification, which will disabuse 
peoples' minds of this.  
Let me explain simply. You are placed on this Earth as a learning place. As I mentioned 

previously, the Earth too, is in a very, very minor part of the ‘Cosmic teaching house,' 
if you like. Therefore, as you humans can make mistakes, so too occurs disasters within 
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the vibrational forces of the Earth. You are not correct to say the guardians of these 
natural things, make 'mistakes.' 
Les: Well I couldn't understand them doing so, but I had to ask. 
That cannot happen. The natural laws cannot be broken by you, by us, or by anyone else. 
(Yes) Let me put it this way to you. Your Earth is naturally evolving. As you too make 
mistakes so can the formation of the Earth crust. It all comes down to the vibrational 
forces of the Earth. That is why you have your earthquakes, you have your floods. They 
are natural disasters, nothing more. No blame to anyone, or to God.  
Les: Just a natural part of the development of the physical Earth— 
It is the natural part of your earthly evolution.  
Les: Yes—so it is incidental then that humanity should be allowed to develop upon an 
imperfect Earth? 
That is the scheme—that is the plan. You cannot be upon a perfect Earth. 
Les: I see— 
Does that make sense? 
Les: Yes—um— 
The imperfections of humanity and the Earth as a whole, is the scheme. That is the 
scheme that is God's plan, if you wish to say that. It cannot be changed, it cannot be 
altered.  
Les: So, in that case then, when people say, 'God is to blame for these things,' they are 
correct. They are not correct in saying, 'there cannot be a God, otherwise it would not 
happen.' Am I right? —If one is going to attribute blame anywhere—If the plan is God's—I'm 
not being sacrilegious, I'm just trying to discover the answer to these things. 
You cannot be sacrilegious. Let me answer this for you. I will try to simplify it. (Thank you.) 
You can only apportion blame, when the blame lies in a particular area. (Yes) You are 
looking upon a God—you are trying to personalise God—there is no such God. All laws are 
natural—they cannot be broken, they cannot be changed, they are and always will be. 
That is not to say they are perfect. By using the word 'perfect,' I don't mean it in your 
earthly term—am I being clear? (Yes—) What is 'perfect?' Your definition of 'perfect,' 
means, am I correct, that nothing can go wrong? 
Les: Yes, that would be a correct definition. And of course, I have often said that perfection 
lies only in a person's thought. 
That is true—again we get to explanations, which are difficult to put to you, because of 
your understanding. All these natural things happen. There is no 'blame.' You cannot 
apportion blame to God, to anyone else. 
Les: Yes, because there's no existence to attribute them to— 
Yes, you have said the words correctly. That is exactly so. You cannot apportion blame. 
There will always be natural disasters. You cannot have otherwise. (No) The Earth is not a 
perfect place, as you would wish to see it. 
Les: But it is a melting pot. I have thought in the past and tried to explain, it is a melting pot 
for the development of the spiritual self, of the people inhabiting the Earth, at the time of 
those disasters. Like any disaster, and wars too, often, to use our expression, 'bring out the 
best in people.' 
Let us talk of disasters. The soul 'comes into its own,' in troubled times. Thank not God, 
when all things are well, but when you have troubles, when you have woe, because 
spiritually, that is when the soul grows. We know you find it difficult to accept all these 
disasters; the earthquakes, the floods, the loss of life in wars—I can only say it is the Plan, 
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it is the scheme of things. I cannot explain to you in earthly terms that would make you 
understand. 
Les: No, I accept that. 
But it has to happen. It is something that will make all those people, ALL those people 
who are involved in these so-called 'disasters,' come into their own. 
Les: Yes, so, one can assume that they might well have to be born for the sake of 
acknowledging of one's own spiritual being, because of the kindness that can be shown in 
such disasters to other people? 
Yes, I have said the Earth if a learning point. Not only the people who are involved in 
disasters, but all of you left, you all learn from it. I know it is difficult to understand. We 
are questioned very often on these matters, yes— 
Les: In your world? 
On your Earth.  
Les: On our Earth? —in other places, other times—yes, I follow. 
Yes. I can only say to you, with more awareness will come more knowledge. 
Les: Quite—this I do accept, and this is partly behind my questioning now, so my colleagues 
here, can know the answers to things, to questions, which I'm sure they have put in their 
lives at various times. Your answers will be interesting to them, I know.  
But you cannot apportion 'blame' to God. 
Les: Of course, not—I have tried to explain that, much as you have said, it is a necessary part 
of the 'scheme of things.' Not only when people have talked about the suffering of a 
particular person, I have said forget that particular person, child, or whatever it may be. 
Think of the reaction upon the parents when a child dies. They have to find other depths 
within themselves, to cope with it. 
You will only find the answer, when you have a wider view of what is going on. I cannot 
answer more clearly than that for you. I only wish I could, but the limitation of your 
understanding, make that impossible.  
Les: Yes, I do accept that. We are so limited in our understanding. 
But we understand the feelings and the distress that these things cause you. 
 

The Big Bang – did it ever happen? 
 
Les and George question about the Big Bang Theory.  Unfortunately, we can only see a very 
small part of the Universe, which is, in later teachings described as infinite.  There is no 
edge!  So, our small part of the universe appears to be expanding.  An analogy might be we 
can only see within a single bubble in a bath full of froth.  Humanity never will be able to see 
beyond this single bubble whilst we are on the Earth. And yes, it is possible to travel faster 
than the speed of light! (1/8/94) 
 
 
Les: Our scientists, as you probably know, consider that the universe started as a Big Bang, 
as they call it, but we won't go into that—They've comparatively recently come to the 
conclusion, that it is an expanding universe. Now that I can accept quite easily, in view of 
what you have told us before, about the galaxies of which we have no knowledge. So, can 
one assume from the scientific evidence that they now have, or say they have, that it is 
going to be a constant expansion of the universe? 
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How can they know? How can they know the whole of the universe? They cannot. They 
are correct in part. What they are talking about, is a very small part of the whole. Let us 
take a few grains of sand within a circle. Let us take another group of circles with grains of 
sand. What happens when the wind blows? In the one section of the grain of sands, do 
they not blow and make the circle expand? Yes, they do, and that is what the scientists 
are seeing now, within your own galaxy. But they cannot possibly know what is happening 
in the whole of the universe. Their knowledge, too, is very, very limited.  
Les: I'm sure it is. 
That analogy must explain it simply to you. 
Les: Yes, it does explain it. So, we can have no conception of the magnitude of the universe 
as a whole? 
Of course not, no. 
Les: But the only explanation that could be accepted, perhaps, is that it is constantly 
expanding, even beyond what our scientists can visualise. 
Yes. Yes, movement, vibration, energy, yes, you have it my friend. It is always moving, it is 
never static. 
Les: As you emphasised last time, energy and thought are the two dominating factors, if I 
can use that expression. 
Yes, yes. That is the true expansion.  
Les: Which of course is unlimited; (Yes) there can be no confines on it. 
There can be none at all. 
Les: Difficult to assimilate, but nevertheless true and it must be accepted. 
Yes, I ask you only to accept within your own boundaries of understanding. Has that 
satisfied your question? 
Les: Yes, thank you very much.  

George: Perhaps continuing the question regarding the expanding universe—yes, I see that 

we can only have knowledge of a very tiny part. It would appear from our examination of 

the light that travels to us from the distant galaxies that our part of the universe, the part 

that we may observe, is expanding. And a limiting factor in our knowledge would be the 

speed of light itself. Perhaps—well yes, is that a clear picture, that the speed of light is 

bound to limit our conception of the universe? Can you say any more on that? 

Yes. Let me say you are indeed limited by what you know and understand. There are other 
galaxies. Let me say this to you, how do you suppose there were space travellers, or are 
space travellers, if they do not travel quicker than the speed of light, as you know it? That 
must answer your question simply and straightforwardly. 
Les: I have had that opinion for many years, that there are unknown 'vibrations,' if we can 
call them that, far beyond our conception and the speed of light is not the ultimate speed. 
The speed of light is only the Earth's conception of speed. There are many things, which 
the Earth is not aware of, as such, but you will become more and more knowledgeable in 
these matters, as time progresses.  
George: And beings who are able to travel faster than the speed of light, would be 
concerned with a more 'rarefied' state of matter than atoms and molecules, with which we 
on Earth would be more familiar.  
They indeed operate on a much higher vibration than you at present understand. Yes, that 
is true. 
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Was there ever a beginning to the Universe? 
 

The Big Bang implies that there was a ‘beginning’ which triggered this question, but Salumet 

states that to his knowledge, the Universe has always existed, and always will exist. 

(22/8/94) 

 

Les: If I might begin. It's going to be a very difficult one, I'm afraid and you might well say, 
there is no adequate answer that I can understand. We have heard quite often, and you 
have told us, that past, present and future, are all one; there's no difference actually. We 
have heard and it is stated in the Bible, 'World without end.' We have been told that the 
universe has always existed. Now, if it has always existed, was there ever a beginning, 
because I have also heard statements to the effect that there was no beginning. And this of 
course, is quite incomprehensible to our physical minds. 
I can only speak my friend, from my own small knowledge and indeed it is small, let me 
tell you, in comparison to what can be achieved and known. If your universe is, how you 
term, the ‘World without end,’ that I should say, is only words. As far as I am aware, I 
don't know of a beginning, I don't know of a beginning. I am only aware that it has always 
been and always will be. That is the state of the teaching as I know it. I cannot say that is 
the ultimate truth, because I can only say of what I know. But as far as I am aware, there 
has been no beginning as such. There always has been. 
Les: Thank you for that answer. 
I am aware of what you are speaking of. I am aware of the talk of 'Big Bangs,' and all of 
the other things, but I can only state to you as far as I am aware, there cannot have been a 
beginning. How can you say it always has been, and then say well, there was a beginning? 
Les: This is what has always confused my thinking, because the two are contradictory to our 
physical thought. 
And I can only say that all life is progressive. Perhaps one day my knowledge will be 
greater, but as of now, I state to you, it always has been. I cannot say more. 
Les: Well, thank you for the answer. This is why I said when I posed the question, that you 
may say it is really not answerable. But I do accept what you say. Thank you.  
It rather indicates that there is a higher being, who suddenly says, 'Let us make a big 
bang.' It does not make sense to me and so, I have to say I too would reject that way of 
thinking. 
 

The evolution of the Earth 
 

Les asks about the death of the dinosaurs which is largely in agreement with current 

thinking in science.  Science is also looking for the missing link with the evolution of 

mankind.  Here science is very out, especially with dates and timings.  We need to go much, 

much further back in time.  (28/9/94) 
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Les: Many people here are discussing the reason for the disappearance, apparently in a 
short space of time, of the dinosaurs. Are you able to give an explanation as to what 
calamity caused that? 
Yes, I think I can— 
Les: If it's not encroaching on your time. It's not a trivial question, though it hasn't any great 
significance. 
At the time the dinosaurs roamed your Earth, they were magnificent creatures—powerful, 
strong, with everything there to sustain them. Their food, the Earth all around them, 
made them strong. At that time there was, how shall we say—an explosion from space, 
which hit your Earth at that time, destroying mostly the food that these animals survived 
on. It in fact changed the structure of the whole Earth, which meant, because they could 
not survive without their foodstuff, and of course they lived in lush, lush green lands—
with the explosion of your Earth, so too came climatic changes. From hot, it became much, 
much colder. So gradually, these great animals could not exist. It was a natural happening 
that was meant to be. And so, too, down the ages, each species has reigned supreme. I 
may say too, at the moment it is mankind, but he too, is on a destructive course. (Yes) But 
the reason behind the destruction of all the animals, was a geological one, an atmospheric 
one, a loss of food and other animals, which helped to sustain these great, great 
dinosaurs. They roamed the Earth for a great, great time. 
Les: Yes, they did. Well thank you very much for that answer. It's most interesting, because 
our scientists had developed a theory that it was a climatic change, an Ice Age, as they call 
it, which destroyed them. But you've given further information. Thank you. 
It was climatic, but also a little more than that. 
Les: Yes, you’ve made that quite clear now thank you. And on that same subject, and that 
will be my last question, because I know you want to do something else.  
Are we still having to find what we call a 'missing link,' between the animal and human 
kingdom? We keep discovering bones, which are given pride of place for a time, as a missing 
link, but I feel that there is still something missing, before the whole picture can be painted? 
As much as your scientists think they know, let me tell you, they’ve only scratched the 
surface. Even on their timing, which today they are very proud of, I can say to you, their 
timing is very much wrong—they need to go further, further back. I will discuss this 
another time, because time is short this evening. But when they go back, thousands, 
millions of years, they date such a bone, they date such a rock—I'm afraid most of the 
knowledge that they have, is not quite correct. You are true when you say there is a 
missing link, but it will not be discovered just yet. We need to go further and further back 
in time. I, as I have said, will speak more on this subject. 
Les: That will be most interesting. We look forward to it.  
It is something that will interest you all, I am sure. But there is a 'missing link.' 
Les: I thought there was. Thank you very much. 
But let me say, the scientists really are 'out,' on their dates. 
Les: I’m not surprised, thank you.  
 

Global warming 
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Salumet confirms that there IS global warming and more worryingly, pollution with 

chemicals, destruction of habitat and so on. However, we know that world is changing, and 

it always will.  Fortunately, there are changing attitudes amongst mankind, and it is better 

that we remain positive.  As a final statement, Salumet confirms that our cosmic brothers 

are coming to help us and not to fear them. (7/11/94) 

 

Les: We are having a great deal of anxiety in this world at the moment, about what we call 
'global warming.' And now and then, the subject of the melting ice caps raises its head and 
there are 'panic stations,' about borderline cities and towns on the coast, being flooded by a 
rise in water etc. Then we have further anxieties, because of man's use of chemicals and so 
on. You know it as well as I do, I'm sure, causing a hole in the ozone layer, which gives us 
this global warming. Are we in fact responsible for global warming, and is global warming 
occurring? 
Let me answer that for you. First of all, let me say man is an instrument of fear. So much 
fear within your souls, within your hearts. That is why we have gathered. That is the 
reason behind this interest, this awareness that is taking place. Yes, global warming is 
happening and yes, man is responsible. But in saying that, let me tell you, that the world is 
not static, it will not stand still. There will always be the natural occurrences within your 
world, which will create problems. That is nature—that cannot change. Speak to your 
astronomers and they will tell you that also, The world as you know it, your Earth, will not 
stay the same—it has not stayed the same, since it began. You agree? Your continents 
have split, islands have sunk, islands have raised from the sea—it is all part of nature. So, 
to a great degree, it is a natural occurrence. But what is more worrying, as you have said, 
is the chemical aspect of your Earth, the misuse of these chemicals in your world, the 
severance of the forests, the abuse of the land, the killing of your animals on land and 
within the seas, the pollution. I can name so many things—and yes, I have to say, mankind 
has much to answer for. But I say to you also, be optimistic, because we see the change of 
attitude, which is coming. It has already started and it will continue. At last, in all of your 
earthly countries, man is beginning to see what he has done and is now beginning to 
redeem himself. So, you see, be optimistic—fear not, it is not too late to change the 
attitudes of your governments, of your peoples—and I say to you, it is coming about. 
Les: Well, that's certainly very good news, because the majority of information we get about 
these matters, is very worrying in the way that it is put over. There never seems to be any 
hope in it. But from what you say, and from what we know ourselves, of the emergence of 
factions interested in preservation of the world, does give us hope. And we must try and 
exercise positive thought, I imagine, in all these things. 
I was about to say to you, rather than your world all fearing what is happening, why not 
try your positive thoughts and see what can occur? It should be a worldwide thing, if only 
you could see what you could do, with your own powerful thought patterns, you would 
see such a difference in the whole of your world.  
Les: Well, we can certainly begin it here, and hope to pass it on to others. 
But the fear is understandable. It is one of the reasons for our space travellers coming 
here, to try to help you. There is nothing to fear from them. They mean only good, and 
that will become apparent. 
Les: I'd love to be able to see one. I'd be happy to welcome them, I'm sure we all would. 
Continue with your thoughts—(Smiling?) 
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Environmental damage to our planet 
 

Les raises the topic of global warming and other issues which is a cause of much fear in the 

world at the moment.  Salumet gives a more optimistic answer than the doom-mongers. 

(24/6/96) 

 

Les: There is a lot of concern in our world at the moment, about the phenomenon of global 
warming. I expect you've heard it being discussed, and I wondered if you are able to say, if 
there is going to be an increase in the height of the sea, because of the melting of the ice-
cap, or whether the fears are unfounded?  
I will respond to this, but firstly let me say that my mission to you, is to teach you about 
spiritual matters and not so much about concerns of your Earth. 
Les: Yes I apologise if the question's out of order. 
No, no please do not. I will respond: 
Mankind has abused this earthly plane, I know all of you accept this fact. I told you when 
first I came, that many had gathered from our world to help you, that there were many 
around your world, who were being given the same information. (Yes—) There has been 
some changes to the Earth's structure, the Earth's climate—many factors have changed. 
But all I will say on this matter is this:  
The fears are not unfounded, but are not as great as you suspect. Climatic changes will 
take place, many things about your world will change, but it will never cause destruction 
of the Earth. I believe I went into more detail before and told you, that there will be a 
natural progression of your earthly plane. 
Les: Yes, you did indeed. 
But like many things, there will be alterations, mainly man who as caused them. But I can 
tell you that man has realised, has realised, that what he does, and much is being done to 
help in that matter. But you cannot undo damage, which has already been done. It cannot 
be changed, but it is not as great as has been said. I hope that satisfies your question. 
Les: Yes it does and I shall not ask any more questions, unless they are of a spiritual nature.  
No, please do not apologise, I don't mind, but it is important, that what I come to teach 
you, is of the spirit. 
Les: Yes of course. We do accept that and appreciate it. 
Do not be afraid for your world. There is too much doom and gloom in your world now. 

Please do not add to it, by any negative thinking. It is an opportunity for you all, to use the 

power of your thoughts. You see again we return to the Power of Thought. 

 

What of the next thousand years? 
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Salumet makes some predictions which are both reassuring, and exciting.  We will not go up 

in a puff of smoke but there is much work to do.  There are advances in medicine, and even 

an appearance of our cosmic brothers, in the next hundred years.  (28/7/97) 

 

I would like to speak with you this time, as I promised to do, to give you a little more 
foresight into the future of this planet. 
Les: Yes, you did, and we have been hoping that you would be able to. 
When first I came to you, I told you that many in my world had gathered in order that this 
planet be saved from human self-destruction.  
Les: Yes, and I have been asking that you should all be helped in that. 
I do not retract those words. Much has been spoken in your world, of devastation, and I 
have to say to you, it will not happen to the degree that you can imagine of.  
Les: That’s comforting for us to know. 
But I will tell you that this planet will continue in its evolution, and in so doing, there will 
be for many of your years to come, natural disasters, but we would not consider them to 
be all manmade, you understand? 
Les: Yes, it’s difficult to say which disaster is because of man’s stupidity, or whether it’s the 
natural evolution of the planet. 
Yes, always remember in your thinking, that the planet has a plan of its own. I do not 
always think that you humans fully understand the workings of your own planet. 
Les: I’m sure we wouldn’t have understood that it is in effect, it’s keeper of its own destiny.  
Of course, I have explained a little, that all has already happened, you understand? (Yes.) 
So, what I tell you now is what is to come, what has been foreseen, if you prefer to use 
that term, but I would prefer to say, it is the planet Earth’s own evolution. Let me speak a 
little about one problem in your world, which concerns most people. In this I speak of the 
illness that you name, as I believe ‘Aids.’ I feel that your earthly planet, has at this 
moment in time, become a little complacent, but I will tell you dear friend, you have not 
seen, you have not seen this disease at its height yet. It will spread to all parts of your 
world, but what I want to tell you is that there will be a cure; but not before it has reached 
all corners of your world. The cure will come, I am sure you will be most interested in 
work that is being done, on what you call ‘outer space.’ It will come. 
Les: From outer space? 
From work that is being done, in connection with this. 
Les: I can only say that we are very grateful to whoever or whatever energy is doing that 
work, because it does sound from what you say, that the population on this planet, is going 
to be considerably decimated. 
Yes and I have to tell you, that there will be devastation, in many areas of your planet, but 
I do not want you to feel, that this is what so many of you call, nuclear devastation; a lot 
of it will be the evolution of your planet — it would have happened without the 
knowledge of nuclear matters, you understand? 
Les: Yes, we do, thank you for the information.    
There are areas in your world — and I do have to say, not within any of your lifetimes 
here, I speak of many years to come, because I have told you, that within the next 
thousand years, there WILL BE A CHANGE, in the way of thinking of mankind — there will 
be a spiritual brotherhood of man. So, for that to happen, there has to be many changes; I 
am sure you can reason with this and accept that fact. 
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Les: Yes, I was going to ask if we would be right in presuming, that the devastation to come, 
will be the trigger for the moral regeneration? 
Yes, yes, there will come, and I will tell you not to make you afraid, but to enlighten you to 
many aspects of life upon this planet, that there will be a nuclear accident, but it will not 
extinguish this planet. 
Les: Is that so? (Yes.) A nuclear accident outside the scope of this planet? 
No, within the planet, but it will not have the repercussions that mankind expects, you 
understand? 
Les: I see, yes thank you that does make it clear. 
I know so many of you human beings live in fear of this disaster — it will not happen, IT 
WILL NOT HAPPEN.  
Now, if I may return to what I said previously about space. I want you to know dear 
friends, and we have spoken briefly, that in your next century, there will be space people 
come to this Earth and will make themselves known to all. The time is coming, and it is 
not too far distant in your time. 
Les: I’m sorry we shan’t be here to see it perhaps, except from your world. 
It has been building, in the last 200 years of your Earth time that these communicators are 
interested in your living, in your way of life, in human beings in general. There is much 
dispute I know in your world, about these matters. But you cannot deny that there exist 
other life forms, many, many life forms and the time is nigh, when there will be one 
particular race, of what you call ‘aliens,’ who will present themselves to the world, who 
will stagger you with their knowledge and their spirituality. 
Les: We can only hope that whoever is alive in those years is going to be sensible enough to 
welcome them properly.  
They will be welcomed dear friend. It is coming that your political spheres throughout 
your world — they have been influenced for many years. We have spoken that they have 
been denying the knowledge, but the time must come, when all will come together, and it 
will be accepted. This is your destiny that this life form must come to you. 
Les: Well, thank you very much for telling us that, because I’m sure we’ve all hoped for 
many years, that these aliens as they are called and we don’t really look upon them as that, 
we look upon them as forthcoming friends, who would be welcomed in a charitable way, 
rather than the methods which have been used to alienate them and deny them. 
There will always be fear, but once your political leaders accept, then the common people 
will also accept. 
Les: Good. I think the common people are ready to accept them now. They are well aware 
that a lot has been hidden and denied. 
I want to go now onto your world religions. I would like to tell you also, that you enter 
into a new century, that some of your most powerful church leaders will fall. I speak in 
particular of one religion which has held power over many for too long and that is the one 
ruled by the papal institution. 
Les: Well, we shouldn’t say we’re glad to hear that. (No.) But, well of course, it’s difficult to 
say, but we would be glad to hear it in one sense, but sorry for them, in another.  
Of course, you must keep your hearts open, but you must also realise that all peoples 
must be free to know and gather their own thinking. There is coming new religions, mainly 
in the countries that you term Middle Eastern countries, where much discord, much strife 
to this day, still continues. There will continue for much time, discord in these lands. But 
also, there, the time is coming when a new religion will show itself. I have to tell you also, 
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that the nation that you know as the Arab people will pay for their injustices; they will 
reap their own rewards, for the harm they have caused, throughout those countries. 
Les: Yes, I’m sure they will, because the law is the law, as you have told us. (Yes.) But I’m 
particularly pleased and we all are I know, to hear that people will be freed, from the 
dogmatic shackles that have been holding them. 
It has already happened. We have seen, have we not, the freedom of the peoples who 
have been bound by communism? It is only a name, but it is that people have been held 
back in being allowed to know themselves, to know their inner God, to know that they 
have freedom to search for what they truly believe.  
Les: Good. So, it would seem that the work that all of you have gathered to do, is going to 
come to fruition. 
We have much happening and it will help, it will help. I don’t say to you it is easy, it is not, 
it is not, but also what we do is our destiny. Always remember that whatever happens 
should be. There is nothing that happens, that is outside the laws of that Divine Power, 
which we all belong to. All is natural, even all of your disasters, but I wish that you could 
look on your planet, with more open eyes, with more understanding and I think you 
would find, that your understanding would grow. 
Les: Yes, I think it certainly will now, after what you’ve told us. We can begin to really help, 
in our thoughts for them, those who are going to have to relinquish their ideas and hope 
that it will happen before too many years have passed, for the sake of those on this planet. 
There is much to come for this planet. It is still in its growing stages. But mankind is 
coming to the realisation that he has some power, he has the power of his mind, he has 
the power of his love, that he must allow himself to be open to all men, to all situations, 
to be open to those cosmic forces which surround your planet. Once you can strive to 
achieve these things, there would be no fear in your world. 
Les: I can understand what you mean. 
I encompass you all now dear friends, I hope you can feel the peace, which I place around 
each one of you. I trust that your hearts can be opened a little more, to this great work, 
that you are trying to achieve and that all of us who come to help you, will in time look 
back and say, that what we have achieved, is Love, with Love and within the Love of that 
Great Power. 
Les: I’m sure we shall open our hearts more, with the help you and your colleagues 
constantly give us. 
What I want to leave you with, is the knowledge that this planet will go forward, will 
complete its evolution. It will not be destroyed by man. When the time comes that it must 
extinguish itself, and this we have spoken of dear friends, it will be a natural thing. You 
understand? 
Les: We do and again we thank you for the information. It does enable us to realise that we 
still have to work more deliberately, towards the awareness of spirituality. It is not going to 
be cut short, by a sudden planetary destruction. 
I want you to fully understand that it is so natural, what you are working towards. Do not 
feel that any destruction, famine, wars, loss of life are not known of. You have to look to 
the wider scope of life, to fully understand what mankind, is doing to himself. And to 
know that some of these, what you term ‘catastrophes,’ are not catastrophes in the sense 
you understand, but are what you call your earthly fate. Do you understand? 
Les: Yes, I think we do, does everybody understand that?  (General agreement) Thank you 
for the explanation. 
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So, continue with your love, with your openness, and you certainly can help those others 
who are lost in the darkness in your world. 
Les: I shall certainly keep trying. 
 

Planets are guided individually by many principles and forces 
 

The idea of a ‘chain of command’ down from the Great Creator is discussed.  Our 

understanding has been, that all is controlled centrally by one guidance for all, but this is not 

true.  It is reassuring to realise that the evolution of our planet, indeed all planets, is 

controlled by beings of great intelligence and by forms of consciousness that far outweigh 

any so-called ‘masters’ upon this earth. (18/1/99) 

 

We have spoken much on this your planet, the evolution of this planet and many others 
within the universe and the cosmos. What you perhaps do not know and understand is 
this: That each inhabited planet is overseen by those of us, who have been guided to 
oversee the evolution of these planets. There is I believe amongst you all, a vision of one 
guidance for all.  
Les:  Yes, I believe you would be right in that. 
Of course, I must emphasise at this point, that there is only one Creative Force, from 
which we all come. But I do not think you understand that many planets are guided 
individually, by many principles and forces.  
Les: I had suspected that that might be so, speaking personally, because I have often 
wondered how angels came to be considered as helpers in this world, if it were not for 
people—I say ‘people’ reservedly—if it were not for entities, having been given control, just 
as you have told us. Various entities are given control over the flora and fauna of this planet.  
If I may say, in each individual planet’s control, if I may use the word, perhaps you are 
familiar with, there is ‘hierarchy,’ from the lowest to the highest, which governs each 
planet. But what I wish to tell you, is that the over-ruling guidance, comes from a number 
of beings — from great, shall we say ‘consciousness,’ higher consciousness, than you 
would perhaps expect. 
Les: I see, so it is a chain of command, as it were? 
Yes. These beings would not be known to you, in any form at all, because they guide and 
oversee the evolution of each planet in guidance from that higher force, from which they 
take command.  
Les: Yes, that’s very, very interesting for me and I’m sure it is to the others and it does 
confirm what I have long thought, to be the case. 
This thinking is disputed by many, who can only see one overriding guidance. You must 
understand my dear friends that the evolution of different planets, are at differing stages. 
Les: Yes, of course. 
So guidance must come from the higher consciousness of those, who are able to help and 
guide.  
Les: Yes, and that doesn’t surprise me at all, what you say. Is everybody clear on that, the 
chain of command from the Creator — any queries? 
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Sarah: So they know what we are supposed to be doing, how the planet is supposed to 
evolve? 
Les: They would be aware of it, they have that knowledge, I’m right, aren’t I Salumet? 
Yes, yes, the evolution of each planet is known, but as you also have come to know, 
individuals upon each planet, can affect many changes, with the power of their Thought. 
But what I would like you to fully understand, is that many of us who come to help, have 
chosen this pathway, in order that the greater scheme of life should evolve in each planet, 
in each individual form, and to cosmically follow the right pathway. The state of being 
that many of your earthly masters feel, comes from that consciousness, which individually 
controls the planet and not from that greater source of consciousness, as you may have 
assumed. Am I making sense to you, my dear friends? 
Les: Yes, you are to me. Does everybody else fully understand that? (General affirmations) 
Let us say that responsibility is devolved, just as it is on Earth, in the human chain, 
everybody clear? (General affirmations) And to emphasise that, you’ve only got to go 
through your knowledge of history, to recognise that many people have been aware of 
underlying influences, right from the earliest time of history, but have not been able fully to 
describe them accurately. The description has just been given to us. Am I right in that 
Salumet? 
I believe your words to be good and correct. I will not go too deeply this time, but I 
wanted you to have the understanding that there are many forms of consciousness, of 
which you could not be aware at this time. So, I will say to you my dear friends, take these 
words I have given to you, think upon them deeply, and when we continue, I hope there 
are some questions for me that I can help you with. You must try to understand that there 
exist many forces, that as until now, you may not be aware of, but which I hope I can bring 
to you, to form a fuller picture of your life and usefulness upon this planet. 
Les: Good, we look forward to hearing it. 
Do you agree that you have enough to think upon this time? 
Les: Well, I would love you to go on with your explanations, if you can do that and I’m sure 
we would all like that, wouldn’t we? (General agreement) 
I will go a little further then. 
Les: Thank you very much. 
When we have spoken in time past, of visitors to this planet, I have told you, that that 
indeed exists, and I believe you now fully accept that many forms of life exist throughout 
the cosmos. (Yes—) 
You must now accept that these ‘space travellers,’ as you call them, are also governed by 
higher consciousness, from their own worlds. They too belong to a chain of command.  So 
what visitors you have to this planet, have already been guided here. These beings of 
consciousness have never belonged to any individual planets. I will now tell you there 
have been visitors to this planet for many, many hundreds of years.  
Les: Yes, that doesn’t surprise me at all. 
So, what you think of as a new situation - is not. We have within many galaxies, beings of 
intelligence who far outweigh many of your so-called ‘masters’ upon this Earth.  
Les: Yes, I can well believe that! 
So, you see that whatever you feel this Earth planet is meant to be doing, it is fully 
controlled and helped by many forms of consciousness, within many galaxies. So, do you 
begin to understand, how small a part you play, in the scheme of existence? 
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Les: Yes, we do. And what you say is quite logical to me, because you have explained many 
times, that our soul is of many parts. To me, it is quite understandable that if we are 
reflections of part of the Great Creator, then the Great Creator must itself be a soul of many 
parts and those parts are the consciousnesses, who are responsible for the evolution of the 
planets and for the carrying out, of the wishes of the soul, The Creator. Does that sound too 
complicated? 
I think perhaps, to the others, but you my friend, I know think deeply. You have my friend, 
attained much knowledge in other times and which is innate within you. But I feel, with 
the others, they must think upon each point more thoroughly, in order for their 
understanding to come. The Great Creative Force is not known to me in any form, but I 
will say this to you: (Voice intensity increases)  

 
You are part of the Great Creative Force, therefore you ARE the Great 
Creative Force. You are that element, which comes from the release of 
consciousness, from the Great Force. There are many forces and many 
principles — many forms of consciousness, which emanate and are created 
into human form, into many planets, into many forms of existence — into all 
forms of life. You cannot describe that force, which has been created, 
because I do not know of any consciousness, which could give description to 
it. It is something that all consciousness works towards, but in so doing, it 
opens more horizons of thinking. 
 
Les: Yes, we have come to accept that too. That the more we question, the more we learn, 
the more there is to learn.  
But in learning you are being, in being, you are absorbed, In being absorbed, you become 
part of an aspect, in being part of an aspect, you become part of the Whole. I could 
continue, continue, in the many steps of all Creation, but I do not wish at this time to 
confuse you.  
Les: No, we do understand that, and we thank you for your consideration, but I think my 
colleagues will accept that throughout history, each individual attempt, has been made to 
understand, what you have been telling us tonight. Each individual existence has its own 
interpretation of what it is trying to understand. The Egyptians in the ‘Book of the Dead’ and 
the transfer of physical objects in their graves — the belief that one is taken across the River 
Styx, by an oarsman and the other day I was watching a programme on television, where a 
1600 year old corpse was found in a lead coffin and to the astonishment of those who found 
it, it had a coin in its hand, to pay for its passage into the next world. So, everybody 
throughout history has been trying to understand, but never has been fortunate enough, to 
have the explanations that you are now giving us. 
But, my dear friends, does it not show you that this Earth planet, is reaching a point in its 
own evolution, where knowledge is being given around your world, in order that you can 
evolve, in the same way that many, many others have? 
Les: Yes it’s true. 
You are very young, in as much as knowledge goes. You know very little in the way of 
existence. But your time is coming, and that is why there has in your time, come the 
emergence of others, to show themselves to the human beings of this planet, in order that 
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you understand that much greater knowledge is known by others, throughout your 
universe.  
Les: Yes. Well we consider ourselves fortunate that we are having that information given to 
us now. 
You must analyse it for yourselves. Your understanding even within this room, is 
individualised by your own knowledge, your own development and your own acceptance 
of what is coming. 
 

The future of our world 
 

The clear message that all will be well in the long term is repeated. (1/11/99) 

 

Doreen: We have been told many times that because of all the troubles in this world, our 
friends on the other side were trying very hard to help with the troubles that are going on; I 
am talking about all the major disasters in worlds where there are a lot of refugees, a lot of 
really big trouble spots. I am just wondering whether they are having any success in trying 
to alleviate all the suffering that is going on throughout the world. I think it’s a terribly 
difficult task. 
Yes, again I think my dear friend, because you have not been within these meetings often, 
you would not realize that this subject has already been touched upon.  
Doreen: Sorry for repeating— 
Not at all—when first I came to you I said that I had waited many, many long times. I also 
said that there were many of us within my world, who came, not only here, but all over 
your world to help in order that the truth this time would be accepted. Our influence, I 
have to tell you, is slow, but I believe if you look throughout your world, you would find 
that spiritual consciousness, awareness is slowly being raised. That what you would call 
your traditional religions all over this world, are being questioned by—I say your words, 
ordinary peoples. When that asking began, that was the beginning of change within your 
world. There will always and I have said this to my dear friends before—there will always 
be natural disasters, because this planet also belongs to a cosmos, whereby this planet 
has its own evolutionary place within the cosmos. So, there will always be natural 
disasters, there will always be—again I use your terms, karma of this earth to be reckoned 
with. But I will say this to you, and I have said it many times before, we cannot this time 
fail in our task to help you people upon this planet to recognize that spirituality within 
each one of you. Therefore, my answer to you my dear friend is that ‘yes,’ we are making 
progress in that direction. 
Doreen: That’s very reassuring, thank you very much indeed for your answer. 
 

It is time for our planet to become part of the cosmic consciousness 

rather than just an earthly one! 
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Salumet speaks of this in his introduction to the evening. Spiritual truth has been denied for too 

long. (21/2/00) 

 

This time my dear friends I would like to speak with you about not only your planet, but 
also of others which are close to you in your own galaxy. There is at this time and for 
many of your months to come, much activity, activity between many planets, and the 
results of these physical happenings will not become known to you on this planet earth 
until two more of your earthly years have passed. What I wish you to know is that as 
individuals, you know you have a pattern of evolution, as does your planet. Also, I have 
told you I believe that this planet is intertwined with many others, that this galaxy to 
which you belong is but a small part of a much bigger scheme of life. We cannot enter into 
too much detail, because it would not be understandable to you, but what I wish to say is 
that the galaxy to which this earth planet belongs is now in a state of its own spiritual 
growth. To that end there will be many changes. You will find that the men of this earthly 
planet will come to recognize that within your space-time much is happening. Not only are 
you in times of much development, but you are in a time of great evolution not known to 
you before, but which will take effect and will make itself known to you human beings 
upon this planet quite soon. You of course, depend upon the knowledge given to you by 
those you call scientists and, I believe, astrologers (astronomers?) are the words you use. 
You depend much upon their knowledge. I can tell you my dear friends that those in my 
world are already working with them in order that this knowledge can be brought to 
them. The time has come for expansion and growth to be recognized not only on this 
planet, but those who are closest to you. And yes, there is much knowledge that can and 
will be gained. Therefore, I say to you my dear friends this time that as you listen to my 
words, I would like you to take them with you this time and to think upon them and allow 

yourselves, my dear friends, to become part of the cosmic consciousness rather than of 

the earthly one. You can achieve this, and the time is now ripe for this to take place. Of 
course, there are many already on this planet who have this ability, but now I tell you it is 
available to all. If the spiritual desire is there, it can be achieved. I feel your wonderment 
my dear friends. 
Lilian: Yes, I was going to say, are there any words that can help us to reach this state? 
I and others will work with you in your quiet states, but you must give this to us if you 
wish to desire this for yourselves. And again, we cannot interfere with your will, but I am 
giving you the opportunity for the knowledge. Do we have any questions this time? 
Lilian: Would this knowledge be being given to people on the other planets? 
They of course will be aware as those upon this planet are also being made aware. Yes, it 
is spiritual knowledge of course although there are much physical happenings, of course 
there must be because physical and spiritual happening is always intertwined. 
George: I think I understand from that that there will be an involvement of greater spiritual 
awareness to many on the planet at this time. 
Yes, the opportunity is here. It is now up to the peoples of the planet to take the 
opportunity for knowledge and growth. 
George: I imagine that this may well lead to a revision of a number of our old ideas, old 
ideas of government, farming, various avenues of life. Would I be right in thinking that this 
will be a time of great revision?  
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I would say to you that these things are already taking place. It is not new, but because of 
the time of the evolution, especially of this planet, those things will become quickened 
and man will become much more aware of what he needs to achieve. Those in your world 
who are so far not knowing of spiritual matters will find themselves opening to much, 
much that they have denied—and I speak spiritually, of course. Once the Spirit is 
awakened, then of course mankind will follow with the physical happenings which will 
result in the evolvement for betterment for the good of your world. I do ask you my dear 
friends, to think on these things and to feel for yourselves. The moment in time is great. 
We from our world have tried for so long to ensure that Truth be out, and it is beginning 
to happen. It cannot now be denied; it has to be. And let me say as one who comes to try 
to help and to teach and to help you with your knowledge, it gladdens my heart to see the 
results of our endeavours. I will leave you this time. I feel that these few words will enable 
you to think deeply once more. After all, is that not my purpose, but to help you to open 
to new visions of Truth. As always, I will leave you with my love and support in all that you 
try to achieve. (General thanks and farewells) 
 

There will be many, many discoveries in the near future 
 

Salumet confirms that there will be many discoveries through science, for instance.  In the 

next thousand years, there will be new developments in the consciousness of mankind and 

that life as we know it now, will be transformed and for the better. He also discusses 

dimensions of existence, and that in deep spirit, there are no dimensions. (22/10/01) 

 

I wish to say to you this time my dear friends, a little about the progression that is open to 
mankind upon this planet. At this time when there are many fears, which we have already 
discussed, what I wish to say to you is this: Although the world to you seems quite a small 
place, because communications between you all on this planet, have become so advanced 
that you can speak to another human being on the other side of your world. What I would 
say to you is this my dear friends, in the next 100 of your earthly years, many what you 
term ‘discoveries’ will be made, but of course, you know all things first come from our 
world. There will be many discoveries outside of your planet and I have to remind you 
that this is already happening, that many stars are being observed, which have not been 
seen before. Advances in medicine will be great for mankind, advances in communication 
will also be great. There will be new knowledge, which surfaces from your oceans. Many 
new energies my dear friends will be discovered, that will help to uphold the living of 
mankind. As by now you know, all energy has always existed, but it has taken many 
thousands, thousands of your Earth years, for them to be individually discovered by 
mankind. I say to you my dear friends, that there is much that is still unknown. I am not 
here to give you names, these will become known to you, but what I am to say to you, is 
that remember my words as each new discovery is made. Of course, you will not all be on 
the earthly planet in 100 years hence, but I can assure you that there will be discoveries 
made whilst most of you remain. This brings me to another topic of whether you think 
this is progression for mankind or not. Provided new discoveries are wisely used, then of 
course it can only be for the betterment of mankind, but as you all full well know, 
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mankind has a history of abusing what comes to him. But again, I have told you 
previously, that in 1000 of your years to come, will find a new development with man's 
consciousness, that life as you know it now, will be transformed, I have to say for the 
better. Already there are many, many in your world, who know and understand what they 
are, as you my dear friends, know and understand the true meaning of who you are. I do 
not say that you are fully aware—of course you are not—each one of you is developing 
still. But what you have, you must guard well, because you have the knowledge that 
enables you to shine forth, firstly from your own Spirit, but ultimately to reach many 
others, to give the knowledge which you have. I will pause there for any questions that 
you have about what I have said to you. 
George: Could I ask a question about new discoveries? I have the feeling that if new—I think 
any new discoveries would apply—if new discoveries bring science and spiritual matters 
together—and I think this has already been happening to some degree (Yes.) —I feel this 
can only be for the good and will bring a greater understanding of all things. 
Yes, science my dear friend, does as you have said, has a foothold on spiritual matters. 
They at last cannot deny what is before them. They cannot deny what is used, what is 
placed in front of them. For so long have scientists disassociated themselves from all 
things spiritual, not because of any negative forces within them—because the purpose of 
their work has ultimately been for good—but they have been blind in their assessments of 
what is placed before them. That is changing quite rapidly I would say, and your scientists 
will in time to come, become philosophers in the sense, that they will present the facts of 
spirituality and what there is to be attained from energy. Do you understand my words 
my dear friend? 
George: Yes, I think this all sounds very good. 
It will—they will accept—their awareness, their growth of consciousness, must grow with 
their knowledge, and this will be so. 
Lilian: The stars that our astrologers are already interested in, is there life on these stars? 
No, no, you must not always assume that all that exists has life form. It has life only in as 
much as that all things are living and moving. But no, you must not make that assumption. 
Sarah: My son has been looking on the internet and there is a group of people who say that 
they can go backwards and forwards in time and they talk about the 4th dimension. I can't 
remember the name of the group. 
Yes, names matter not. Much is spoken in your world, many names are used. We have 
discussed many groups, many have been mentioned within this room. I will say only this 
to you: There are people on this planet who have the capabilities of knowing all, but when 
you speak of returning to another time, what they are doing is returning to another time 
in their subconscious thought. Do you understand?  
Sarah: Yes, I think so, yes. 
They can of course go forward in time, but if they say they are in another dimension of 
time, it is only within their thought pattern. I think this is a little difficult for you to 
understand. They can go forward in time, but they cannot return in the physical sense in 
time—only within their thought patterns, which is of course only a form of energy.  
Sarah: And this 4th dimension that my son was talking about? 
It is just another step. Dimension is only a word. 
George: Could I ask a question about dimensions? (Yes.) Theoretical physicists have theories 
about other worlds, with different numbers of dimensions. (Yes.) We are familiar with our 
own physical world with 3 dimensions and apparently linear time. In Spirit you have told us 
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how time is different. (Yes.) I was wondering if the dimensions of Spirit are different. I 
imagine that in near Spirit realms, where body and form persist, perhaps these will still be 3 
dimensional realms, but in far Spirit realms, such as your own Salumet, I imagine form will 
not exist as we know it. (Yes.) Would there be a dimensional difference in that realm? 
I think that first we must define the word ‘dimension’, if you are to understand what I am 
saying to you. What is dimension? It is nothing but a transmutation of energy. Do you 
understand? (Yes—) All is energy, all these dimensions you speak of, are but a 
transmutation of the same energy. When you speak of the level that I come from, then all 
of this energy would become part of—there is no what you call, 'dimension'. We are in a 
difficult subject here my friends, for your understanding.  
George: There is no dimension—yes. 
It is beginning to make sense to you my friend—I can feel it. You understand just a little 
more than the others I feel. 
George: Yes, it helps to see it more as a transmutation of energy. Thank you for that. 
Yes, again the difficulty comes with the words of your planet. I have to use the words that 
you are familiar with, but they problem is that you do not understand our world fully 
enough for the explanation. But I will return to the lady (Sarah) and say that whatever 
group of people you are speaking of, I will say this to you: I have told you that mankind 
has the capabilities if he so desires, to leave what you call this earthly dimension, but 
mankind does not have the capability of going backwards, and that is what they are 
saying they are doing. They can only do it in thought. Do you understand? (Yes.) The only 
way it is possible to return to a former time, is through what you call a mediumship, and 
what is spoken through mediumship, by those who exist in our world. Does that make 
sense to you?  
Sarah: Yes, it does, thank you. 
All of you can take yourselves forward, all of you can be aware of other times, but you 
cannot physically return to what has gone before.  
Lilian: Does it boil down to the power of our thoughts again? 
I will stress once more, the most powerful thing you possess is the power of your thinking. 
We will return another time, when I feel that you are more able to accept my words 
about—and I will use your words, 'dimensions'. But again, I will say to you that dimension 
is only energy, but the transmutation of energy.  
Paul: Could I add something to that? (Yes.) I think some people have described that 
dimension or transmutation of energy, as the illusion. (Yes.) The world has been assembled 
for our benefit, but we don’t see the energy in it's true form, we see it transmuted into trees 
and the physical— 

You see what you feel to be reality. This my dear friends, is not reality. Reality will 

be when you return home to our world, then all will become clear. Then and only then, 
will you be able to see what you call dimension, in its fullest form. Remember my words 

my dear friends, energy is ever-changing, it is not static, but you are able to see with 
spiritual eyes, all that has been and all that will be. I know it is a difficult concept 

for you, but I ask you once more to think about it. 
Mark: When you can do that, see into infinity, as it were, then there isn't really a dimension. 
That is what I have just spoken about. When you come to what you call my dimension of 
time, there is none. Do you not see, it is like a ladder of thought? If you take the top of the 
ladder to be the all-knowing and the bottom rung as the blinkered vision of life—if you 
are blinkered how far do you see? You see only what is ahead, you cannot see what is to 
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the side or behind or above you. Do you see what I am trying to say? (affirmations) Again, 
the unfortunate thing, is that we are limited by your earthly words, because as you full 
well know, that the word 'dimension', to each of you, you all have your own vision of 
what dimension is. And again, I have to disillusion you and say, look with spiritual eyes, 
for the understanding. I hope I do not leave you too confused my dear friends, but it is by 
slowly going over old ground, that your knowledge and your wisdom will expand.  
(thanks, and farewells) 
 

The Boxing Day Tsunami 
 

Salumet gives a little information about what happens when an enormous loss of life 

happens in a short time.  He reassures that this disaster was not manmade, but part of the 

evolution of our planet.  (24/1/05) 

 

Prayers were sent out at the beginning for those involved in the Sumatra–Andaman 
earthquake and the subsequent Boxing Day tsunami: 
 
Good evening. As you know my dear friends the work in our world at this time has been 
great in dealing with many souls who have come to us. I would this time like just to say to 
you a few words about this. Of course, loving thoughts are being given to those in need in 
our world and in yours, but what I would like to say to you here is that when so many 
souls come to our world so quickly, thoughts have been given out as to how they can all 
be dealt with. Let me say this to you: as so many come to our world together, so they are 
encompassed with love first and foremost, until such time as the Spirit recognizes that 
they have come, and they are free. So many in your world feel that each individual needs 
to be helped as one Spirit, as one entity, when in fact the work in our world includes 
hundreds at a time. I will not explain in detail at this particular moment, but only to let 
you know that not one Spirit is left on their own without some form of help.  
George: That is good to know, also that it is possible to work on a batch basis. I understand 
that the number of those in this disaster amounts to in excess of 170,000 and that is a very 
large number. (later revised to almost 300,000 as work continues) 
It is hard for you, I know, to understand, but what I do wish you to understand is that all 
are helped in many ways. Also let me just say to you, now that you have mentioned 
numbers. Numbers mean little when it is part of your planet’s evolution, but you must 
again my dear friends look to the picture as seen from my world—you have to, otherwise 
it overtakes you in emotions. 
George: I wonder if ‘planetary evolution’ might sometimes be a simplification for us? And 
would that phenomenon known as global dimming, arising from particulate pollution, that 
reduces sun energy by about 20%—would this contribute to buckling of the Earth’s crust 
and promote evolutionary disaster? 
As part of your planet and the way in which each of you is responsible for how you live 
your lives, then, yes. Of course, I must reply that the very existence of human beings, from 
the way that the planet has been treated, must of course leave you with some 
responsibility. But of course, the planet would evolve whether human life existed or not. 
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Remember what I told you some time ago, my dear friends, that there is light and there is 
dark, and neither can exist without the other, therefore any happening upon your planet 
or disturbance of the effect upon your planet has to be relevant. Therefore, it is not only 
the responsibility of you human beings, but you are part of the existence of this planet 
and in the meantime, evolution will still take place. You cannot exist apart. So, I do not 
want you to feel that mankind’s deeds have been responsible for this part of evolution—it 
is a gradual process which takes place. 
George: What I find difficult to come to terms with is that we have very good scientists who 
understand earthquakes and tsunamis and there was the time to give warnings to some 
coastal regions, but none was given. Perhaps this underlines the principle that knowledge by 
itself is not enough, that knowledge and understanding must be used for the common 
good? 
Mankind will always try to master the elements of the planets—mankind will try and, on 
many occasions, will succeed. But mankind does not have that knowledge of the bigger 
picture of life that can intervene at a time when what happens is meant to be. Do you 
understand? 
George: Yes, I think we appreciate that the wider picture is sometimes simply meant to be. 
You will always, my dear friend, have problems if you try to make man far above that 
stronger picture of all existence. We need to discuss more for your understanding.  
George: I think I understand that we can help ourselves in a small way, but we cannot turn 
back the bigger picture which is unfolding. 
Yes. Those who survived—it was not their time. But my dear friends, always, always try—
and this is most difficult for you, to look beyond your understanding. 
Graham: The events have shown how much we actually love each other and there has been 
a tremendous outpouring of aid towards that part of the world; groups of people who 
formally did not get on, have helped each other. 
As we discussed about wars in your world, there is always light and dark, which coexists 
and always you must view life upon this planet in that way.  

 

All creation needs spiritual energy to exist 
 

This includes suns, planets; indeed all creation. (14/7/05) 

 

George: Could I ask—could we return to the subject of ‘the spiritual energy of the sun’? 
(Yes.) Would I be right in thinking that all creation requires that spiritual energy for its 
continued existence?  
All existence is spiritual energy so would you wish to elaborate on your question? 
George: I was wondering if the spiritual output from the sun was needed by creation as a 
sort of ‘top-up’.  
Without the spiritual energy your suns would not exist. As a physical planet—all planets in 
all universes need spiritual energy to exist. There cannot be an existence of a planet or a 
sun without spiritual energy. All of life is spiritual energy. Do you understand?  
George: So, there is no inter-dependence; it just all is? 
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It is and always has been, but the time will come when the physical part which you call 
‘sun’ will be ended in the same way as all that exists returns to the spiritual energy. All is 
involved in the evolution of the particular planet or sun, in the same way as in time to 
come your Earth will no longer exist. It is part of creation. 
George: I was trying to work out if that general spiritual energy was like the deep thought 
and not in linear time. 
Yes, I know where you are going, and I feel that you would confuse the others if we should 
go more deeply into this matter. 
George: I would probably confuse myself as well! 
Yes, but always you are prepared to ask the questions and I fully understand your thirst 
for knowledge. It will come, but not at this particular time. All you need to know and 
understand at this time is that all existence is spiritual. Any physical existence does 
depend on spiritual energy for its existence. In the same way as you humankind will 
discard your overcoats, so too will your suns and your planets in time. Everything has its 
place and its time in all of existence. 
Graham: Scientists are now aware that they can see the end of suns and they can predict 
the lifetime of stars and they can even predict the time into the future that the universe will 
exist and with this understanding more facts will become more widely known upon this 
planet… 
Their knowledge is growing, but they cannot accurately predict as yet. But yes, their 
knowledge grows much as each year of time continues. 
Graham: We certainly enjoy all their theories. They have come up with some really 
wonderful theories. Theories become popular, then they become unpopular and then they 
become popular again. It is great fun watching the unfoldment of this understanding. 
It is part of the confusion of the human mind and I do not wish to sound as if I am putting 
down these human beings, because they are open to impressions from our world, but 
being human makes you fallible. 
 

Do we create natural disasters? 
 

We do, as we cannot separate what we do from consequences such as natural disasters. 

Disasters will happen anyway, but our thinking can accelerate their onset. Can the 

elementals help with these disasters and again the answer is yes, but they too are limited by 

the thinking of mankind.  (12/12/05) 

 

George: You have told us about our planet and the way it has a consciousness, and you have 
explained the nature of planetary evolution and what we call ‘natural disasters’. I’ve been 
thinking what we do, and think must feed into, to some degree, that planetary 
consciousness and that planetary consciousness may well have its connection with 
planetary evolution and with some of those things that we call natural disasters. So, I’m 
really putting a very direct question and saying ‘what we do to the planet—and not all the 
things we do to the planet are nice at all—but what we do to the planet, does that have 
direct or indirect result in regard to natural disasters so called—the hurricanes, the 
earthquakes, the tsunamis’. Can you elaborate a little further on that please? 
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Of course. I understand your question my dear friend. Let me say this to you. We have 
spoken much about the power of your thinking, and yes, as you have helped to create this 
planet, therefore also must you take responsibility for the evolutionary pathway, which 
this planet takes. You cannot separate your responsibility from the natural disasters, as 
you call them, of the Earth itself. Each goes hand-in-hand, and whatever pathway this 
Earth planet takes must have an effect upon all of the planets around the solar system. 
You must always keep in mind that there is great responsibility on each individual’s 
thinking. Of course, there would be what you term natural disasters, even if mankind did 
not exist upon this planet, but what I will say to you my dear friend is that mankind has 
accelerated some of the disasters which have occurred.  
George: Yes, thank you. I felt there must be some input from ourselves in this. 
Yes. I am not always happy to use the word ‘disaster’; after all, we have cause and effect 
and mankind is growing at all times. Therefore, these situations have always occurred and 
will continue, until such time as mankind recognizes his part in this pathway of life. 
George: Yes. Perhaps I should use the term ‘major event’. 
Yes, that I would suggest is a much more suitable term. I hope that has helped you. 
George: Yes, indeed. We rather suspect that some of what we are physically doing to the 
planet results in the hurricanes, or results in some change in the hurricane cycle. 
Yes, you are not responsible for all, but there lies within mankind a great responsibility. 
George: Yes, and I think we appreciate the planet must have its own evolutionary process as 
well.  
Yes of course. 
George: Yes, thank you, that does help clarify. 
Lilian: So, if something has contaminated some of the Earth, could we call on the elementals 
to help to restore the goodness back to the Earth? 
The elementals of course, as you well understand, have a great deal to do with the health 
of this planet, but they can only do so much. They also are limited by the thoughts of man, 
and although their work is in some sense superior to the thinking of man, they still come 
under natural laws, which in fact would deprive them of doing all that they would wish to 
do. And never forget my dear friend that they are governed by the angelic beings, who see 
for themselves the far greater plan of every planet. So, as in a way you cannot interfere in 
another’s life, so too the elementals have their limitations. I hope that is helpful to you. 
 

We have been on a destructive pathway for too long but things are 

changing for the good 
 

Man has been on a destructive pathway for a long time but there are now signs that man is 

beginning to recognise his true self.  This is, in part, due of the evolution of the planet.  (19/6/06) 

 

This time I would like to say to you on a more general note than usual about the state of 
this, your planet Earth. In times past, mankind has made life most difficult for himself. 
There have been many causes of course, but mankind was on a journey of destruction. 
When first I came to you my dear friends, I did say to you that many of us from our world 
had come to give to you the truth. That is what I and many, many others are attempting 
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to do at this time. I would like to place before you a more positive energy and say to you 
that even though mankind as you might see it, is still very destructive, I can tell you that 
on the whole mankind is beginning to recognize his true self.  
George: Yes, I get the impression that these days there are more people who are frowning 
upon the few trouble spots that we still have, and I just have the feeling that the 
consciousness regarding that is better. 
Yes. I would like you to consider each country within this world and how more open-
minded individuals have become, where mankind is now able to speak out, to say what he 
truly feels, and this can only be good. And of course, with the communication that is 
possible in all areas of your world, then these things are much more available to all of 
man. So what I wish to say to you my dear friends, is to take heart, and although there will 
be many incidences of what you would call violence or disruption within your world, 
always remember that in the wider picture of life mankind is slowly beginning to 
understand, and all nations are beginning to pull together in the voice of reason and 
understanding; that to have this world as it should be, mankind must at last take some of 
that responsibility. Therefore, my dear friends take heart that these things are happening 
in your time. 
George: It is very good to have your words on that Salumet. I think many of us feel this 
change in our hearts, but it’s so good to have your words. 
Not only can you know that these changes take place, but you know by the power of your 
thought that you can help to change and alleviate the many difficult areas. Is that not so? 
George: Yes. I think we are all working on that in our small way. 
Yes, it is good that you be reminded and not always to dwell on incidents which mankind 
considers to be destructive, because remember as you dwell upon those thoughts, then 
your thoughts will become reality, and therefore you will join this pool of thought of 
destruction. You understand? (Yes.) Therefore, at this time, I feel in apt to gently remind 
you my dear friends.  
Lilian: Yes, it does help. 
George: It’s better that that other more positive thought becomes the reality. 
Yes, yes. And it may seem that I repeat myself so often, but in so doing, it reiterates what I 
have previously told you. Have you any questions about what I have spoken? 
Lilian: I was wondering, say, in the past when things have gone wrong and there have been 
wars and so on, is a lot of that the power of our thoughts or is that mankind just taking the 
wrong pathway? 
Be careful with your judgement! Partly it is part of the Earth’s evolution and partly it is 
mankind himself, of course. He has a great responsibility, but as with all planets with all 
that exists, there is an evolution which has to take place also. 
George: It seems very complicated to us; I mean, with just the Iraq war or the Iraq unrest 
that continues—there’s been influence between governments and there’s our own nation 
who has voted in our present government and there are our various feelings trying to 
influence decision-making and it’s all very complicated! 
Of course, but life on this planet is complicated. Mankind has always felt in some way that 
life upon this planet is most troublesome, and yet each spirit is only too willing to return 
to this planet, because of the learning abilities which are here for them. 
Lilian: I was wondering about that. 
So you see, there is much to learn. 
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George: And I guess the ultimate goal—that too is attractive: something to work towards by 
returning to this planet. 
Again, it is part of the growing awareness of the spirit—yes. 

 

Mass migrations are caused by many reasons 
 

Mass migrations of people continue across our planet for many reasons, often leading to 

great suffering to those caught up.  Salumet discusses the reasons for these happenings and 

what is gained from them. (19/6/06) 

 

Jan: My concern is a very human one, rather than—I know I should be looking at it 
spiritually but I’m going to talk to you of the human element. Many people are concerned of 
the migration of people from different countries into other countries that are becoming 
saturated and far too overcrowded, where they leave their own countries behind for looking 
for work and for a better life, which everyone can understand on a spiritual level, but what 
worries me is what happens in the future when everybody migrates to a certain area, what’s 
going to happen to those other countries left behind? 
That can never happen. There will never be migration from one country to another, where 
one country is left desolate. That will not happen.  
Jan: I am thinking of Africa in this instance. 
But remember that each country has a karma and karmic effect will take a toll on every 
country upon this planet. What you speak of, of course, is a human concern, and this I 
understand my dear friend, but I can only answer you in a spiritual way. It is up to 
mankind to learn to adapt to all that life brings and, in that way, to bring forth the 
spiritual knowledge which is within, to create within this world a kind of humanity that is 
good for all of mankind. There is not one person or one nation who is above another. You 
realize how diverse peoples and lands and countries are within this planet and therefore it 
is for mankind to learn tolerance and love towards his fellow man; and yes, we 
understand that humankind finds difficulty with this, but that is part of your learning. 
Jan: So we are all learning a very valuable lesson at the same time. 
Yes, yes. It may not feel comfortable in human terms and many people are not comfortable 
with many things in your world, but that is part of their learning. 
Jan: So I shouldn’t be concerned, because… 
Well, I would say my dear friend it is always good to think, because in using your thoughts 
you can create much better things, but as I have said previously, the more you are positive 
in your thinking, the better results you will have and the happier your life will be on this 
Earth. 
Jan: Okay, thank you. 
George: I think one aspect of this is that certain countries will be seen as more attractive and 
people will flock to them and there’s some danger that those countries will become rather 
over-crowded, but on a positive note, perhaps we can see that as setting an example of good 
living and hopefully other countries will follow in that. 
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Yes, I am afraid my dear friends that still mainly within your world there are materialistic 
ideals, which cannot be erased in the blink of an eye. 
George: No, I think we have to see that as a really major problem—the materialism. 
Yes, that is part of—and I will say carefully, ‘problem’, but it is still a major factor in your 
world today. But I have spoken of material things in the past and you know well my views 
on it, but of course this time I am being much more general and speaking about all of your 
planet. You understand? (Affirmations) 
George: Yes, it’s very good for us I feel, to compare our materialism with certain other planets, 
including Aerah who have much, much less materialism. 
Yes, only because they have grown spiritually. The problem existed of course, as in many 
other planets—it is part of learning, it is that part of you that is less spiritual, may I say, but 
it has to be encompassed within you—the understanding has to become the reality. 
George: Yes, and perhaps it will be good for us to see spirituality and materialism as a kind of 
balance and know that we have to keep it in balance. 
Always there must be balance—yes, all of life must be in balance. Remember you cannot 
have light without dark—remember my talk about this and many other things. You, as 
beings, are in balance—the human element and the spiritual being, must be in balance at 
all times if you are to survive upon this planet. You understand what I am trying to tell you? 
(affirmation) 
George: Yes and helping us in our survival was, I think I am right in saying, the first part of 
your mission. 
Yes. If I can help but one of you to come to a fuller understanding of who you truly are, then 
I feel that my work has indeed helped. And of course, I am most fortunate to have 
encountered so many people of like mind, who come together as you do and are willing to 
listen to truth. Of course, as I have always said to you, I do not expect you to accept my 
words without thinking in your own way, but as I know, and I appreciate how much you 
have come and how much you have grown together. 
 

Evolution 
 

The essence of life is to evolve! The arrival of humankind has enabled communication with 

spirit world to happen more easily. It is the spiritual side us, that decides to evolve, as is 

explained when humans evolved from the great apes, as an example. Then natural evolution 

happens. This and a number of other aspects are discussed.  (12/2/08) 

 

It should be mentioned that during the discussion about human evolution prior to last week’s 
meeting, the subject of reincarnation was also included.  
Lilian: Good evening Salumet. 
We spoke last time of evolution and we had some questions from our dear gentleman 
friend (Paul) and I did say that we would discuss it when there were a few more present; I 
think this may well be an opportune time. As you know and I have said to you, the 
essence of your life, not only human life, but all life, is to evolve. This I know you all easily 
accept. We also know that there are many diverse opinions about this subject, not only 
from our world, but amongst your own scientists and we have discussed it previously, 
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have we not? (Agreed) Yes. Our dear friend asked the question about the evolution of 
mankind, is that not so? (Agreed) Yes. 
George: Yes, indeed. I think we’re fairly clear on the biological evolution going back as far as 
what we term ‘apes’ walking on two legs and their ape-like predecessors that walked on 
four, but I think we have no knowledge beyond that. Please correct me if I’m wrong in this. 
Yes. We will talk a little further, but firstly let me say this to you my dear friends, that ever 
since time when spirit communication has taken place—and that has taken place since the 
arrival of humankind who had understanding—when that point of evolution had been 
reached, then we in spirit were able to communicate much more easily. You know my 
dear friends that there exists not only this planet, but many, many planets throughout 
many, many universes. We also discussed that that life form on many other planets is not 
the same as this one. Within this galaxy, this Earth planet is a place of learning and 
evolving. All of existence belongs to the same essence, whether you belong to the 
category of human or animal or angelic existence—and there are many more—no matter 
which one you belong to, originally, we all stem from that same essence. This I know you 
fully understand, do you not? 

Lilian: Yes. 
If you do not, please let us discuss it now. 
George: Yes, I think we all understand the essence, but we probably don’t understand the 
fuller nature, should I say, of that essence or perhaps how the essence relates to what I 
might call the ‘Mind of God’—the ‘Creative Principle’. 
The Creative Principle, that is much better. Yes, all of creation is part of that greater, shall 
we say ‘mind’, just to help you in your understanding. On every planet which comes to 
your focus, there has to be a beginning and we begin at the very basis of existence, and 

this your scientists are now beginning to realize, that even the tiniest of existence 
has intelligence. It is this intelligence within all kingdoms which unites us. I have told 

you that the angelic kingdom, especially the higher realms of angelic beings, have never 
walked upon this earthly plane, nor any other planet, because they are belonging to a 
different branch of energy. Let us speak of ‘branches of energy’ to keep it simple for you. 
Humankind has indeed evolved, but what you do not understand is that that strain of 
evolution belongs to those who have intelligent understanding. The question asked by 
you last time my dear friend was: ‘Can we evolve into other animals—do animals evolve 
to human beings?’ 
Paul: Yes. 
Yes, that was your question. 
Paul: That’s right, yes. 
Yes. There are many different avenues of evolution and you cannot change from one to 
the other, and much has been spoken within your world that from the tiniest, tiniest life, 
man has been created. That is not entirely true, because there are evolutionary trails of 
life which do not intermingle. I have spoken of this before. 
Paul: Yes. 
Yes. Do you have a question at this point?  
Paul: Just to clarify then. There is a completely separate evolution for the animal kingdoms. 
Yes. The elemental kingdoms, the animal kingdoms, the human kingdoms, although we do 
belong to the one essence and that cannot alter; there has to be that trail of evolution 
separately, for these things to take place. 
Sarah: So that includes apes and monkeys as well? 
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They follow the line towards human evolution, but they would not intermingle with the 
elementals—the sylphs, or the elemental kingdom, although much has been spoken that 
this is so. You have to go from the beginning, and this is what others do not understand, 
because they do not have that knowledge. 
Paul: I wondered about native American-Indian beliefs about ‘power animals’ and I 
wondered because people have particular animals that seem to give them strength at times 
(yes), whether that was due to a past life as that animal? 

I think you have to remember my dear friend that you have the power to transmute 
energy and that may be one explanation for why the connection—and do not forget that 
that race of people lived closely with the animal kingdom, therefore the blending of 
energy of spirit would be such a strong one. 
Lilian: I remember Bonniol telling us that they had evolved from two species, so it would be 
a blending of the energies? 

They would have evolved because they had chosen to evolve in that way. This is what you 
do not fully understand. When we have spoken of evolution, all that you know is what 
your earthly scientist have discovered or feel they know. They do not know of the spirit 
within. You understand? 

Paul: I think, yes... 
But remember energy can be transmuted into anything that you desire. So therefore, 
those from our world, if they wish to come to you in some evidential way, can transmute 
their energy into being a butterfly, a cat, an animal of any kind, but it is a transient energy. 
Do you begin to understand? But the line of evolution for the human being is one that is 
slightly different, but it would belong to the line of the great apes and that line of animal. 
You understand? 

Jan: Why spiritually did man, evolving from those great apes, why did he spiritually almost 
‘branch off’ into a human away from an ape spirit? 

It is called the evolution of the mind of spirit, the understanding and intelligence of the 
spirit. 
Jan: If somebody could write a book on it, where did we consciously decide, that because 
the way we were evolving, our intelligence … 

Because, to exist upon this planet, you had to evolve to exist. 
Jan: But we left our cousins as they were... 
Because they have not evolved enough. Those who remain in that state, in the same way 
as you have children within your schools, if they do not learn, they remain in one class 
while another will grow and have more knowledge.  
Jan: I perfectly understand that on a physical level and how would we have evolved from 
apes… 

But you cannot separate physical from spiritual. You cannot have that separateness, 
because they go hand-in-hand. 
Jan: So, basically really, the apes being our ancestors were more than happy to stay as they 
were and how should be... 
Some, not all, otherwise there would be no evolution. Energy is ever-moving, ever-
growing, but these decisions you have to remember are made from spirit. 
George: I would imagine that an important part of the biological evolution would be the 
development of brain (yes) and the capability of its transmitter mode. 
Yes. You can speak of physical improvements all that you like. 
Jan: But I’m trying to get to the spiritual side of things. 
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Yes, it is the spirit that decides. 
Jan: So, the spirit world decided that some of the apes would split off and evolve in the way 
we have. So, the spirit decided. 
The spirit decides. 
Jan: Right, I understand perfectly now. Thank you. 
Yes. Always the problem is that you see things on a physical level and it is very difficult to 
try to put into physical words natural laws. That is always our problem to make things 
simplified for you. 
Sarah: So, Salumet, going back to the apes, if an ape spirit at some stage now, decided it 
wanted to grow, would it the next time come back—it couldn’t just suddenly come back as a 
human being, or could it?  
No. It would be … it would go back to that animal soul, which then realizes how much it 
has grown. It is only when there is love-bonds with humans that animals have that 
interaction and then the spirit within goes forward. It is not really a conscious decision as 
you would know it, it is a natural evolution. 
Lilian: It seems to me that if we watch the wild animals, they are not so different to what we 
are. 
There will always be leaders and followers and the leaders of the animal kingdom are the 
ones who are moving forward. This does not take place in an instant, this happens 
gradually over time. 
Lilian: Really, they are as intelligent as we are, only in a different way. 
Jan: Their intelligence is their instinct (yes). Their instinct is what they survive on (yes). 
We’ve come away from instinct—we’ve lost that. Well, we haven’t lost it but we have just 
sought out our intelligence as our driving force as opposed to our instincts and the instinct is 
what keeps the animal kingdom, I believe, as a whole consciousness in their spirit world. 
They live in the moment, they don’t live in the past or the future, they live in the moment 
(yes) and that’s the difference. 
Humankind has become very analytical much to their own detriment. 
Jan: Yes. 
Yes, that natural instinct, that instinct to survive. That is why so often you hear: the 
strongest will survive, in the animal kingdom. 
Jan: It’s a law of survival that is so balanced (yes) that, I believe as humans, we’ve 
completely lost that balance and we’re striving for it, as is this group, to feel that you are in 
balance once again. But animal kingdom feel that all the time. They don’t judge when a lion 
is attacking a buffalo and he is being eaten alive, he doesn’t judge that lion, he’s just … 

And that is the law of all existence (yes). Yes. That is what I would wish you to dwell upon, 
to go a little more deeply into what existence is about. 
Rod: Could I just say that we do get some beautiful pictures on the television and some of 
them have been looking into an ape’s face and looking into their eyes and there seems to be 
a very deep thought pattern going on behind those eyes. 
Jan: You can see into his soul. 
Rod: Yes and I often think there’s something there they can’t give and we can’t see. I would 
love—I don’t suppose you can say if there is some inner depth there? 

Of course. There is intelligence, there is spiritual intelligence, but they cannot express in 
the same way as you of humankind, because once man has developed speech, a lot of the 
instincts they have are lost. 
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Sarah: And of course, the other difference between us—you’ve always said to us it’s wrong 
to kill, it’s wrong to kill anything and yet the animal kingdom, they wouldn’t survive a lot of 
them if they didn’t kill, so that’s a little… 

Jan: But they very rarely kill their own kind. Sometimes apes do... 
Sarah: Some animals do, don’t they, if it’s a rival’s litter they’ll kill those. 
Paul: They’re also capable of altruism as well, protecting other animals, not just their own. 
Sarah: That’s true, too. 
Yes. You cannot judge another species, because you do not understand the thinking or the 
instincts behind it. In the same way you cannot judge another human being, because you 
do not have that wider picture. You therefore cannot judge the animal kingdom. 
Sarah: The animals that have been domesticated—cats and dogs—is that their way of 
growing as well? 

Yes, yes, that love-bond is not broken, but after a while they also return to the pool of 
animal energy. It is a difficult subject for you to understand on a deep level. 
Lilian: Will we be able to understand it more when we go back to spirit? 

If you so desire. 
Lilian: Yes. That’s good. 
Paul: I think we’ve touched on it that nature spirits are on the same evolutionary path as the 
angelic realm. 
Yes. They can evolve into the angelic kingdoms; that is part of their evolution. 
Paul: So, what would be the pathway for our cats and dogs then? Where are they going? 

They will always belong to animal kingdom, but they have the ability to interact with 
humankind—to feel that connection with humankind, to help humankind; and they will 
remain because of that affection and love-bond for some time to come, but then they also 
will return to the energy of the animal kingdom, to then go forward on another pathway. 
Is that helpful to you?  
Paul: Yes. Thank you. 
Rod: Could I just ask one little thing: in the world today, we’ve got people who are facially 
quite different—Japanese, Chinese, Mongolians, Europeans as we know them—different 
facial features. Does this mean to say they originated from a different kind of ape in the 
past? 

Yes, it has to evolve from somewhere. Yes, yes, that is a simple answer. 
George: I think in the beginning, Salumet, you mentioned the intelligence of the individual 
cell. 
Yes—memory and intelligence also. Remember, too, that cells have memory. 
George: Yes. So I imagine there’s a general influence from spirit regarding cells apart from 
the more specific and understandable influence via brain. Are there two forms of influence 
from spirit, or does the cell intelligence not have a particular connection? 

All intelligence stems from spirit so of course spirit has an influence. 
George: Yes. So there would be this general influence concerning all structures as well as the 
particular influence through our wonderful brains. 
Yes, and of course the brain is the physical aspect, but yes, intelligence comes from spirit, 
is influenced by spirit, but the human brain plays its part of course. One without the other 
would leave you non-human. You understand? 

George: Yes. It’s … 

All organisms have intelligence. It may not be the intelligence that you understand as 
human beings, but there is intelligence. 
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Jan: Some organisms, if I’m right, have a collective intelligence as opposed to individual 
intelligences. 
Yes, you are correct. 
Jan: So their collective intelligences work purely on instinctive intelligence (yes). Turning to 
Rod - We discussed, do you remember a couple of weeks ago, the three of us discussed just 
that, after the meeting. 
Rod: The small insects. 
Jan: Yes. And if I can ask another question please? If I can make it sort of joined as it’s the 
only way really I can get my point across. When spirit decided, for want of a better word, 
that we were going to ‘branch off’, if I can use that term, from the apes and our brains were 
going to evolve, from spirit’s point of view, how did man do? When spirit looks down and 
says, ‘Well, we have set him off on his way, he came out of the trees, he learned how to 
light fires, hunt, everything that we’ve actually done over millions of years—when spirit 
looks down, how do they view how man has done? 

I understand your question my dear friend. I understand what you are trying to say, but to 
make a comment would be very judgemental—that we do not do. Mankind comes to this 
planet, to learn, to grow and, because of freewill, to make many, many mistakes. The 
most intelligent being upon this planet does not make him superior. Therefore, to make 
judgement is wrong; I have told you this on many, many occasions. So, what we would do 
from spirit is try to encourage right thought in order that that mind can evolve in the 
correct way, but we do not make judgements as you would suppose. You understand? 

Jan: I do, I do and maybe it was a pretty naive question. 
Not at all. 
Rod: You were looking for a progress report. 
Jan: I was looking for a progress report, yes (yes), because, you know, we know ourselves 
that we’ve been pretty—we have made mistakes. 
And is that not good that the human mind can make those judgements for himself? 

Jan: Yes. 
Yes, so would you not say that that is a step in the right direction? 

Jan: Yes. 
Yes, thank you. 
Rod: And I suppose if you look at when we came out of those trees and now we’re flying out 
into space and we’re sending stuff right out with satellites going around the Earth and what 
have you. In that way there’s been some wonderful progress. They’re very clever people 
and with input from spirit, obviously—that’s where it mostly comes from, I guess. 
Paul: But we’re still in our infancy. 
But we’re not impressed by clever people. 
(Lots of laughter) 
We wish people to look inwardly to recognize what they are, not how clever their brain is. 
The brain is just part of the uniform, it is not the spirit. 
Rod: That brings us back down to size, doesn’t it? 

George: Returning to the cell intelligence (yes), perhaps the science of kinesiology is a 
demonstration of collective cell intelligence. 
Yes, I would say you are correct. What your scientists do not know about the workings of 
the cell, is just how intelligent the cells are. There is much more to be discovered. 
George: Yes, wonderful. And I think I would be right in saying that the principle of 
kinesiology is not generally and widely accepted on this planet! 
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Not yet, but we are hoping to make improvements in all manner of things. These things 
are not new in your world—they have been lost, but they are things that mankind has 
already used, has had the knowledge of for some length of time, but to you humankind 
now, it all seems like something new. We are trying to move you slowly backwards, not to 
the animal state, because with intelligence you can use it properly for good. 
Jan: You are now trying to open our spirit channels. I know what you mean by not going 
backwards, but in a way we’ve got to step one step back and look within again, which 
everybody has stopped actually doing until the last sort of ten years, in my opinion, and now 
it’s widely spoken about and as we’ve mentioned before. So, yes we all need to step one 
step back into ourselves. 
Paul: And sort of to the land as well. 
Jan: Absolutely and feel that … 

Paul: …not so much concrete. 
Jan: … and feel part of … 

Rod: Like the Indians. 
But before you can be part of anything else, you have to go inwards, you have to know 
yourselves, you have to be content with that knowledge, before then you can integrate 
with the rest of what you call nature or the animal kingdom or another human being. 
Until you have the knowledge of what and who you are, all of these other things are 
surplus to your requirements. 
Jan: We have to know our own attributes first before we can know somebody else’s. 
Yes, and then you become that very essence of energy, which you will then shine and 
show to all that is around you; then you truly begin to show that you are spirit first and 
foremost.  
Sarah: And for those who are ill, if they were to go more inwards, they could perhaps see 
why they’re ill? 

Yes, of course. Again, it is that the human brain almost interferes with what can take 
place, because the human consciousness is always looking for a negative to the positive. 
Again, we speak of light and darkness and although they cannot be separated, they can at 
least be recognized. 
Sarah: So that’s why spiritual healing works so well, because it goes straight to the spirit, 
which is where we should be trying to get to ourselves. 
When the spirit is touched, then healing can take place, yes. Now I will ask our dear 
gentleman friend if what I have told him this time satisfies his questioning. 
Paul: Yes, I understand much more about the animals now and human evolution. Thank you. 
Could I just squeeze in one more? (Yes) It seems like the dolphins and maybe whales seem 
to be—I wondered if they are a slightly different case to the other animals, because 
‘dolphins’ it’s said have got even more developed brains than us. So are they perhaps... 
But they belong also to a different line of evolution. 
Paul: Right, so they’ve got a different one again to other four-legged animals, for example. 
Yes. 
Jan: They are an older knowledge—they’ve been here far longer. Their evolutionary line is 
so much older than a lot of land mass animals. 
Yes. 
Sarah: When you say that the animals, when they progress and when they go back into the 
pool they can go forward. As long as that animal is of a particular line, will they reincarnate 
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at all and if their spirit were to come back again, would they always come back as the same 
animal? 

This is where we have many contradictions in your world and those who come and tell 
you of these things can only express and explain to you their own knowledge of such 
things. And this is a deep subject because we are going back to the very essence of all 
being. We are speaking here of creatures who come to this planet for a learning 
experience, no matter whether they are humankind, of the aquatic milieu, whether they 
are angelic beings, no matter what, they are here to grow. But whatever growth is made is 
never lost. What I can say to you is that once you have travelled the road of evolution, you 
will then want to continue along that road. Does that make sense to you? (Affirmed) You 
would not evolve into humankind and then wish to return as a wasp. 
(Laughter) 
Sarah: That’s actually why I asked about the animals, because I wondered if say, a wasp, 
then wanted to come back as something with perhaps more intelligence or had evolved a 
little bit further. 
But it would be within that animal kingdom. 
Jan: It has no experience of any other thing ever, ever. It has not experienced anything other 
than a wasp. 
Sarah: So it would come back as a wasp? 

Jan: Yes. 
Sarah: Always come back as a wasp? 

Jan: Yes. 
And then evolve from there. 
Sarah: But evolve into what? 

Jan: King wasp, queen wasp! 

Lilian: Evolve back in spirit. 
No. 
Jan: It wouldn’t need to evolve. 
Yes. This is where confusion begins, because as humankind, that brain is thinking, ‘it must 
want to do this, it must want to do that, it must evolve to this, that or the other’. 
Jan: It doesn’t need to. 
It does not need to. 
Paul: It’s perfect. 
Sarah: Ah, yes, okay. I just wondered when you said that it will continue to evolve, I 
wondered … 

It can evolve in spirit. It will return to the pool of energy from whence it came. 

Sarah: Yes. 
You understand? 

Sarah: Yes. So, once it had become the ‘king’ wasp, if you like … 

Jan: No, that was just … 

Sarah: Yes, I know, but then it wouldn’t need to come back again? 

I feel you are trying to make too much of the evolution of these creatures. I think you 
need to rather travel along the evolution of your own kind for understanding. 
Sarah: Right. 
Jan: Because the wasp belongs to that one consciousness again, the wasp, he’s not an 
individual, he doesn’t need to experience life again; he experiences whatever he needs to 
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experience in spirit once he’s gone as part of one essence, one whole. He doesn’t need to 
return here again. 
Sarah: I can understand that. 
Jan: Salumet explained to me once when I asked him the question; that our domestic 
animals do, because of the love-bond that they have with us. They can return again. They 
have come onto a different path almost than that one consciousness, because they’re 
individuals and they do have individual brains, personalities—because my two dogs have 
come back to me the second time. They’re totally different breeds, they’re different 
genders, but they’ve come back to me again, because that love cannot be separated. But 
the wasp doesn’t need to have that love with us as individuals, because they’re part of that 
one consciousness. 
And remember that love is energy; please do not forget love is energy, it is the strongest 
form of energy in this world.  
George: Could I just go back to dolphins? They seem to express joy and love and they have a 
healing property. People who swim with dolphins are often healed in some way (yes). I 
wonder if that healing … 

Because they exude the energy of love—it is simple and again, as human beings you try to 
complicate all of these conditions. These animals—dolphins or no matter what, who 
interact with humans, only want to interact in love, and when that takes place, there is 
great healing. 
George: I can easily accept that because they seem to exude love. 
Yes, that is their purpose on this planet. Everything has a place, everything has a time. You 
cannot change the laws of existence. 
Rod: I said, I think last year or the year before, there are children being born now who are 
being given more spiritual knowledge. 
They are not given, they have earned it. 
Jan: They’re being impressed. 
Yes. They are beings with that knowledge. They are not given it, they have earned it. 
Rod: But they will probably make things open more. 
They have the opportunity but again with freewill, you can never be sure. But you are 
here to experience joy, you are here to grow, you are here to be Spirit, but as always with 
freewill and this intelligence that you are all so keen to speak of, there are many, many 
mistakes. 
Jan: I feel I should apologize tonight Salumet, for jumping in, but I… 

No, do not apologize, my dear friend. I am always happy when you question anything, 
because then the opportunity is given to you all to think for yourselves, to feel for 
yourselves, to either accept or not, what is given to you. 
Jan: When I’m talking to you in this way, the feelings that I have and the clarity that I feel, 
that’s my spirit coming forward, isn’t it?  
Yes.  
And that’s when I can approach the subject and—well, it is clarity. 
Yes and that is good for you. 
Sarah: Going back to these animals and the love-bond, I was just thinking that my daughter 
is not well at the moment and neither are her guinea pigs and they are very attached to 
each other, all three of them and … 

Because they are feeding from her energy. 
Sarah: So they are becoming ill because she is unwell? 
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Yes. 
Sarah: And if she were to get better, would the guinea pigs get better? 

They should do if she gives out the right energy. You cannot have a love-bond with an 
animal or another human being and not have some response. 
Sarah: Right, thank you for that. 
George’s Notes:  
1. Creative Principle: Creative Principle, Creative Force, God ... there are many names / titles 
in our literature. We know that Salumet’s preference is for Creative Principle or Force. I feel a 
point is that Creative Principle or Creative Force are expressions that link to the entire 
creation of its Creator, and is understood throughout all the cosmos. ‘God’ is much revered 
here on this particular planet and derives from Earth’s antiquity, and continues of course to 
be recognised by all. Salumet is not of this Earth, nor even pertaining to this one galaxy. That 
he looks to the whole of existence (not just this one minute corner) and to the Creative 
Principle that made and loves all, is understandable indeed! 

2. Single cell intelligence: Exactly as Salumet says, the intelligence is a modern finding (re-
discovery) and kinesiology utilises that intelligence to find out about illness, diet etc. through 
muscle response (body interrogation bypassing brain). 
3. Transmuting energy: It is quite well documented that angels (and elementals) can present 
themselves in any form to suite the situation. The implication is (and again there are 
accounts) that sufficiently developed humans can also do this. As stated, it is transient, not a 
part of any evolution. 
 

Yellowstone super volcano 
 

When asked for a date of this future catastrophe, Salumet would not be drawn on particular 

dates for obvious reasons.  Such a date would become a focus of much fear and negativity, 

not least as it would be impossible for such an event to be averted. Interestingly, there have 

been catastrophic super volcanic eruptions such as the Lake Toba eruption about 70,000 

years ago.  Controversial evidence from science has suggested that this reduced the world 

population to just a few tens of thousands of souls as suggested by a mitochondrial DNA 

bottleneck in human genes. (3/3/08) 

 

George: I know that it’s a question that’s a great concern to some people. It concerns what 
is known as the Yellowstone Park in Wyoming, USA. It is a volcanic area, it is a large caldera 
of volcanic workings, an area of hot springs and there is geological persuasion, shall I say, 
and coupled with satellite observation, also psychic prediction that there is a huge potential 
disaster developing at this time. I don’t know if you would wish to comment on any way at 
all regarding the possibility of this form of disaster? 

I will make comment for you, only because you have broached the subject. You will not 
stop the evolution of this planet. There will always be what you term ‘catastrophes’, 
‘disasters’—this we have previously discussed. I deliberately do not bring to you 
predictions of this kind, because I feel that it is more important that we bring the positive 
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aspects to life that mankind can look forward with that positive state of mind, rather than 
dwelling on predictions of disaster, which, at times, cannot be avoided. 
George: Yes, I was rather expecting you to comment in general terms on that, which you 
have (yes). Thank you very much for that. 
What purpose does it serve to tell you of pending disasters? It would only allow your 
thinking to become warped or fearful and that is not my purpose. But you cannot stop the 
evolution of this Earth planet. You understand? (Yes) I am not evading the question, I am 
rather trying to steer you onto a more positive way of thinking. 
George: Yes, and I would comment myself that I would expect a Master to handle this in 
general terms. Thank you. 
Yes. 
 

Big Bang versus Steady State theory 
 

This topic is central to the book on ‘Aether’ by George, so he asks Salumet for some 

information.  Salumet appears to be leaning towards steady state.  (16/1/12) 

 

George: Perhaps, I could just mention that two friends—Professor Ervin Laszlo and his 

Executive Assistant Gyorgyi Szabo plan to sit in with us during April. This, I am sure, will be a 

great treat and experience for all of us here, and I look forward to your meeting, Salumet, 

with two of rather more qualified intelligence than we who sit here. (Chuckle) I hope that 

will be a pleasant experience for you too. 

I accept that it will be pleasant to meet those who wish to come, but do not 

underestimate yourself or anyone within this room. I came to you in all simplicity, and I 

am happy to meet all kinds of people. Therefore, I understand your excitement—of course 

I do, but I have to say within this room, there are souls who will far outshine anyone of 

greater intelligence in your world. I ask you dear friends not to forget this. 

(Well, perhaps we should not overlook spirit links. We are not just us who gather here!) 

Lilian: That’s kind of you to say that. 

George: I think we are aware of wonderful connections that we have here. 

Yes, and let us hope that those dear friends who wish to come, find the joy that I know 

sometimes you all do by just being in this room. I do hope they are in tune with the 

energies which all of you supply—but it will be a pleasure. 

George: Yes—yes. 

I, of course, will endeavour to be here whenever they so wish to come. 

George: Mm, wonderful! I’ve had things going through my mind recently. Your statement, 

‘spirit has always been’ and then, the space-time creation, seems to have followed—and I 

had the thought that spirit has ‘no space’, so the entirely materialistic mind will see the 

beginning of the universe as ‘a point source’—simply because it has ‘no space’. But as spirit 
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has no space, perhaps that is a scientific error of our modern times—that everything did not 

begin from ‘a point source’, and there was never any ‘big bang’. 

(Said with tongue in cheek) 

Let me say this: you say spirit has no space—no material space. Spirit has no space, but all 

of space. 

George: Yes!  

Yes! Let us clarify that situation—a simple point, but a point that is neglected by your 

scientists in the most part. Their knowledge is gaining ground at a tremendous rate at this 

time of the Earth’s evolution, but they still have to find within themselves, ‘spirit’. 

George: Yes, while spirit has no space as such, it nevertheless—I take your point—(yes) it is 

extensive throughout all… 

It is everywhere! 

George: This is a difficult fact for us to get our brains around. 

Yes, that is why there will always be things you cannot understand whilst you exist in a 

material world. 

George: And the other thing that scientists think they understand is the expanding universe, 

for which there are two reasons for supposing that it expands. One is the erroneous ‘big 

bang’ beginning, and the second point is what is known as the ‘red shift’—the absorption 

spectra of the elements seen against the light from distant galaxies, seem to move towards 

the red end of the spectrum. 

Jan: Surely that has got something to do with the fact that, in my little wisdom, I see it that 

more and more of us are on the planet and more and as more of us return to spirit and, 

obviously things are going to grow because of spirit. 

George: There are alternative explanations (yes) for this red shift, and one that I would like 

to voice is that—just supposing in its lengthy journey across the universe, light gives up 

some of its energy to the energetic void, if I could put it like that—then it would increase in 

wavelength—and that could be a further possible explanation for the red shift that is seen 

(yes)—in which case we have a ‘steady state’ universe. 

Jan: I would much rather simplify things—much rather. 

I was about to say: you can give names to anything at all within the scientific world. I will 

repeat what I have said on a few occasions: energy is never static. 

George: It is transmutable. 

Yes, of course—so I would like to simplify, as the dear lady says, to say that energy is all 

around, in the same way as spirit is nowhere but everywhere. Energy can NOT be static—

it is transmutable. Therefore, it can travel across many universes as quite a natural 

happening (yes). Your scientists’ complicate matters by their theories (yes). You would 

agree? 

George: I would agree, and I was going to put the question if I may (yes): would you feel 

comfortable with the idea of a ‘steady state’ universe as opposed to an ‘expanding’ 

universe? 

Jan: I’d much rather it expanded, personally. (Chuckle) 
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You cannot be comfortable with a steady state universe (ah!). No—energy is ever 

changing, ever moving, transmuting itself—energy cannot stay still. But I know where 

your question is going, and I understand how your scientists and people of knowledge 

feel; but basically, a lot of the time these people do not believe in spirit; therefore, their 

outlooks and their views are coloured by this (yes). 

Jan: If it’s not a judgemental thing to say, I think that their egos are jostling for position to 

write the next paper more than if they spent the time meditating / going within and doing 

something completely different with their time. 

I understand your view, but they are after all people who are only seeking what I call the 

truth. Therefore, do not be too harsh on them. They are trying to find out, but they fetter 

themselves by their own views. You understand? 

Jan: Yes, I do. 

George: Yes, there’s a great need to take on board the values of spirit (yes) and place those 

values together with scientific thinking—I think that is a way to put it. 

Yes—only in that way will they arrive at the true conclusion. But you have to give credit to 

them for the work that they are trying to do. 

Jan: Yes, I do appreciate and I respect, but they have a long way to go before they are willing 

to look at the other side of the coin. 

Those who have partly closed minds will never find the full picture. In the same way as 

you, my dear friends, within this room, will never know the full picture whilst you inhabit 

human garb. 

George: Yes, I think I would be right in saying that our friend Rudolf Steiner, who has been 

through to us on three occasions recently—he seems to have been a scientist or 

philosopher who had spiritual connections whilst in his Earth life? 

I have to tell you, dear friend, there are many in our world who have had minds of seeking 

knowledge, but who have also been spiritual people. So be careful that you do not judge 

another by their viewpoint, because, as I have told you, you cannot always know what or 

who that real person is. 

George: I merely wanted to pick him out as an example. 

Yes, I understand. 

George: I appreciate there are many others. 

He is one of what I would call the more modern age—yes; but remember that much of 

spiritual knowledge has been lost on your planet through time (yes). Therefore, it would 

only make sense would you not agree, that those who have gone before have had a far 

more superior knowledge? 

George: Yes, I think you’re referring to the past great civilisations (yes). 

 

Salumet makes a prediction for roughly 2018! 
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Salumet makes a prediction about the eradication of a particular disease in the next five 

years and to remember his words.  (25/11/13) 

 

All: Good evening. 

As always, I am happy to join with you all this time. We once again give a welcome to one 

who is seeking, and I would say only this to you all: that the work that you undertake, my 

dear friends, reaches far and wide to many. For this, we in spirit are eternally grateful, 

because so often in past times has the ‘truth’ been discarded as ‘nonsense’ or as ‘an 

ignorance,’ so it is so wonderful that this time in your history, that the truth is being 

recognised. 

George: Yes, we are all so pleased to observe that, and it’s wonderful that the truth comes 

to us—especially from you Salumet, and it seems to be added to from various other sources 

as well. 

Yes, I have said that anything said by me would be verified throughout your Earthly 

planet, and I believe this has happened on many occasions (indeed!)—yes. I did want to 

say to you this time, that many great advances are being made at this time within your 

world—advances not yet known, but which I can tell you my dear friends, that in the 

medical world there will be great advances; advances as yet, as I have said, not known to 

you. But within the next five years of your Earthly time, they will be forthcoming. 

George: That’s very good news. 

And disease as you know of it now can be obliterated. 

(General surprise at this) 

I am not prepared at this time to disclose details to you, but I would like you to remember 

these words. 

 

Climate change 
 

Salumet confirms that there is global warming and it is part of the evolution of the planet, 

but also urges that we do not focus on these things, as this creates fear.  (23/11/15) 

 

George: Salumet—we do have a question that has been sent in by one of our audio-link 
listeners—from the other side of the world, in Tasmania (yes). I know we have spoken on 
the subject of ‘global warming’, but he was wondering if you could speak any further on 
that. Are there any updates, and the thought was sparked by the governor—or he found out 
that the governor of Florida has banned use of the term ‘climate change’ throughout his 
state—this has sparked his thinking in that direction, and I think he's looking for a little hope 
for our world in this respect. Are you able to speak further on ‘global warming’? 

I believe I have told you that all of these things that happen within your world—all of 
these concerns and worries are in the whole unfounded. Your world—your planet—has to 
evolve, and this you know and understand (yes). No energy is static. All is movement, and 
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that includes the changes in your weather. I know the words ‘climate change’ has been 
thrown around your world for many years now. I would rather that you concentrated, my 
dear friends, in developing the love of each person rather than what is happening at the 
moment with the structure of your planet; because, as I have said, you cannot stop the 
evolution of the planet. That still has to take place. So, my words about this subject are 
these: yes, there are changes to your climate. I think you would be foolish to dismiss 
them, but I do not wish you to focus upon them so greatly that you become concerned, 
because that is the fear behind this question. 
George: So, we should simply accept and not be disheartened. 
Do not be disheartened. You know my dear friends: that is my message at all times. So, I 
would say stop being so concerned. I am not saying do not think about these things, but 
we in spirit of course are much aware of what is happening on your planet and are doing 
all we can to help those in power to understand the need for all of mankind to understand 
what is happening. Is that helpful to you? 

George: I'm sure that will clarify the thinking (yes) of the correspondent and it's so nice that 
someone on the other side of the world is picking up the communications that we have here 
and is giving some serious thought to this (yes). Thank you, Salumet. 
 

Our planet is on the correct course at the moment 
 

This statement was made because of fear at the moment. The planet is currently evolving as 

it should be, so do not be concerned. (1/5/17) 

 

As I come to you this time, I would like to say to you, my dear friend, a little about the 
conditions of your world. I do not make an individual case for this planet that you call 
Earth; what I wish to speak about is the larger and bigger picture. We know and are aware 
of the fears within your world—that you feel so many things are wrong. My message to 
you this time is to say, and I wish you to accept my words, that this planet Earth is on its 
correct course and is only part of the whole picture. So, although there is fear and dread in 
your world, I would like you, my dear friends, to consider the bigger picture and how small 
you are in all of existence. I have spoken many times to you, but the evolution of this 
planet is on course; hard as that may be for you to hear, I can assure you that it is all part 
of what is happening in every other universe, in every other part of existence.  
Sarah: Could you just repeat that Salumet, I didn't quite understand. What's happening on 
the Earth at the moment… 
…is part of the evolution of the planet (Yes) and although it has created fear and anxiety 
on this planet, I wish to say to you that it is just part of its evolution.  
Sarah: Yes, and how it fits in with other… 
Yes, as part of other planets, of other universes, it is but a small—I will not say in… 
Paul: It’s not insignificant? 
Yes, yes, so I don't want you to be continually fearful of what is happening in your own 
world. (Thank you)  
Paul: Some people are fearful because there’s certain world leaders with nuclear weapons, 
who seem to be… Have we not been here before?  
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Paul: That's right, I was going to say, you did reassure us in 1994 (Yes) that the planet would 
not be destroyed in that way, so…  
What concerns us for you as human beings is that all of these actions create much more 
fear, and that is what we don't want; we do not wish to create negativity and more fear; 
but you understand, my dear friends, what I am telling you? (Yes) Since time began on this 
planet there has always been some kind of friction—that is happening. I would like you all 
to try to understand just a little more and to take that mind, that powerful mind that you 
possess, and go further afield in becoming aware of what is happening around your world. 
You understand?  
Paul: Yes, it's a bit like what they call the Second World War—it was done, but so much 
good came out of it—all kinds of medical advances and peaceful conversations and the fact 
that people realised that war is a really bad idea. (Yes) That stayed with people for a time, 
until perhaps those lessons were not exactly forgotten, but… 
Sarah: Took a back seat?  
Paul: Yes, but nevertheless there was a lot of good that came out of it and we can see that 
today's struggles are the new pathway to learning.  
Yes, in the same way as your space travel has brought to you many good aspects of 
knowledge. Always look to that wider field, my dear friends, always look further and 
allow your mind to be aware of what is happening elsewhere. I know that for some of you 
it is almost impossible to go to that place but let me assure you that nothing is impossible 
if you so desire.  
Sarah: So, you're saying the planet needs all these troubles, in order to move forward, to get 
to the right place?  
It does not need them, but it is part of the change; with it will come, as the gentleman has 
said, more understanding, more knowledge of what your own planet is all about. 
Graham: I think we’re getting better at recording events now through history, (Yes) and all 
of this information will be passed on to future generations; (Yes) so, mistakes of the past are 
more likely to be learned in the future. 
Yes, and that is what you must focus on—focus on what good will come from all of these 
deeds. 
Sara: I think also the common man is finding a voice really, because of all the government 
changes and camaraderie and a sense of community—I think all of these things will become 
stronger.  
Yes, it may seem such a small thing to say, but in fact it is a big step forward. (Yes) 
Sarah:  But all the strife that goes on, there's an awful lot of innocent people who suffer. 
But you cannot individualize everything. (No) Again you must forget, and I do not mean 
that in a harsh way, but you must forget the small world that you are living in and you 
must see the bigger picture.  
Sara: Because we can't carry all of the burdens; (No) there are many who would perhaps like 
us to, but you can't actually contribute anything positive, unless you… 
You can only use your minds—that is why it is imperative that you do not allow fear to 
overrule. I know all of you, my dear friends, understand these words and I apologize if I 
repeat them so often, but it is necessary I feel for you all to understand.  
Sarah: What I was going to ask, actually Salumet, I know you were saying this is only a small 
thing, but the people who are suffering, were they aware or did they come back knowing 
that, or you can’t generalise like that?  
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You must not generalise in that way, otherwise it becomes—your vision becomes clouded 
and that is not what we wish. Of course, we would wish that all human beings could live 
together in peace and in harmony. From time beginning on this planet there has always 
been disturbance of some kind; even before the human being was here, the planet was in 
turmoil. So, try again, as I have said, to read that bigger picture. 
Paul: That’s interesting that it is was already in turmoil (Yes) before we got here—that 
makes us feel a bit better.  
Chuckles  
I am glad, my dear friend… 
Sarah: A bit better… 
…a little better. 
Mark: Which beings would they have been then? 
Graham: It was the Angels, wasn’t it? 
Sarah: The planet itself…(Yes) 
Pause 
Mark: I was wondering where the turmoil was—who it was between?  
In the land, in the air, in the seas—there was a gathering together, trying to neutralise and 
to bring love to all things.  
Paul: So, there wasn't fear though then, I suppose?  
Not in the sense that you would recognise—no, there was not that.  
Sarah: Was it because it was such a young planet?  
All planets have turmoil to begin with; some just are better at going forward with love, 
going forward and accepting knowledge.  
Sarah: You have told us that we are the least intelligent beings in our universe… 
Paul: Well… ‘bottom of the ladder’.  
Yes, I would rather say, ‘bottom of the ladder’. Perhaps intelligence—that indicates 
physical attributes, so let's just say as far as planets and life goes, you are quite young.  
Sarah: Yes—are the other planets in the universe—they too are going through struggles?  
They will be having their own problems—I do not like the word ‘problems’, but it is for 
your understanding, (Yes) because we are speaking of complicated matters here. Every 
planet struggles to go forward. 
Paul: Yeah, I mean it’s a bit like childbirth I suppose—it can be painful and a struggle, but it’s 
a necessary process. 
Yes, and the result comes further along the way in time—yes, that is a good way to say it, 
yes. 
Mark: So, when a planet’s in turmoil, is there some kind of debate going on there, some kind 
of argument about direction? 
Within the planet? (Yes) I would not say so, I would not say that, it is a natural 
progression. We are looking here with physical minds and making assumptions about 
what is happening elsewhere, when, in fact, it is a simple progress in all of creation; it is a 
very, very small part of going forward on every planet that exists.  
Mark: It makes me think of the yin yang symbol with the movement (Yes) and the white and 
the black and the little dot in each one. 
Whatever comes to you and helps with your understanding is perfectly fine, and there are 
many situations in human life, where you can come across happenings that help you to 
understand, and that is good by us. 
Sara: So, it's an evolutionary pattern really? (Yes) 
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Graham: Going forward in time, there are planets in our universe we know are 
millions/billions of years older than this one, (Yes) where life has so much more time to pass 
through these changes and evolution; (Yes) so there must be some truly amazing 
civilizations in our universe.  
There are, but that is not for you to know of at this time; but, yes, if you can look upon it 
in that sense, then you come a little nearer to understanding all of creation. (Yes)  
Sarah: You did tell us some time ago Salumet that the beings on this planet were actually 
more advanced than us at one time and we went backwards. Have we begun to catch up 
with that time now? 
Yes. (We have?) Yes, the understanding of ignoring what was given has returned, although 
very slowly, yes.  
Sarah: And you did tell us—I forget how long ago it was you came—in 4 or 5 years we would 
be able to treat all known diseases, and now they're able to treat an awful lot more and 
every day practically you hear them saying, (Yes) we can now do whatever, so… 
Yes, and I am sure also that you are aware of the discoveries being made from your seas, 
as I told you.  
Sarah: Yes, that’s right, yes.  
Always, always be positive; there is so much good on this planet and hence my talk to you 
this time about acceptance, because really that is what it comes down to: acceptance of 
the evolution of your planet. 
Paul: And it was very comforting I think, early this year I think you mentioned that there 
would be children coming—special children, the first to be born within the next few years 
and they would be able to sort of be able to steer the leaders of the world into better 
directions.  
Yes, we are always trying to help, help you to become a better place, better to become 
better human beings, who will then go forward and be in spirit, yes. 
Paul: Yes, we really do have—there is so much help available and yeah, I think—I certainly 
feel in very safe hands, (Yes) with it all.  
Graham: There’s a lot to look forward to in the future. 
Yes, and that is what we would like you to do: be more positive and you will feel in your 
own bodies, in your own mind that power and that strength; it will come! And you are 
beginning to see it within this circle of friends, where spirit is trying very hard to make 
contact in order that you go forward and help others.  
Sarah: Well, I certainly do feel that I've been helped and guided, (Yes) and Paul was saying 
the same… 
We will always try to protect those who work for spirit.  
Sarah: We’re very grateful, thank you.  
General agreement 
Now, I feel that you are quite happy with my words 
(Strong agreement) and please do meditate upon them, because you will be surprised 
what comes to you. (Thank you) So, I will leave you all again with my love; I do hear your 
prayers sometimes and cries for help and let me assure you once again that your prayers 
are always heard. 
Thanks, and farewells 
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